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The ultimate goal of this project has been to develop a computational model for quantifying the
interactions between of a body of fluid and a fibrous surface. To achieve this goal, one has to
develop a model to create virtual structures that resemble the morphology of a fibrous surface
(Objective-1) as well as a model that can simulate the flow of a fluid over these virtual surfaces
(Objective-2). To achieve the first objective, we treated fibers as an array of beads interconnected
through viscoelastic elements (springs and dampers). The uniqueness of our algorithm lies in its
ability to simulate the curvature of the fibers in terms of their rigidity, fiber diameter, and fiber
orientation. Moving on to Objective-2, we considered woven screens for their geometric
periodicity, as a starting point. We studied how fiber diameter, fiber spacing, and contact angle
can affect the skin-friction drag of a submerged hydrophobic woven screen, and how such surfaces
resist against water intrusion under elevated hydro-static pressures (a requirement for providing
drag reduction benefits). We also studied the impact of surface geometry and wetting properties
on droplet mobility over these surfaces. Laboratory experiment was conducted at various stages
throughout this investigation, and good agreement was observed between the experimental data
and the results from our numerical simulation.

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background Information
Superhydrophobic (SHP) surfaces, often produced by incorporating single or multiscale roughness
into a hydrophobic material, are known for their ability to reduce the area of contact between water
and the solid surface (referred to here as the wetted area). The reduced wetted area, in turn, brings
about peculiar attributes that are essential for applications such as self-cleaning [1] and dragreduction [2] to name a few. Given the prohibitive cost associated with large-scale production of
microfabricated

SHP

surfaces,

woven

screens

enhanced

with

functional

surface

treatments/coatings have recently been considered as a cost-effective alternative in many
applications requiring a SHP surface. SHP coatings can be used for drag reduction [3], oil–water
separation [4], self-cleaning and anti-icing [5], underwater protection of electronic devices [6],
water harvesting [7], and heat transfer [8] among many other applications. There have also been
interesting studies on the load-carrying properties of SHP wire screens for device manufacturing.
In the following subsections the background information about capillarity force, fluid interactions
with fibrous surfaces, droplet interactions with fibers were presented.

1.1.1 Capillarity Force
Capillarity is the physical mechanism caused due to the interfacial forces which establishes the
shape of the interface between two immiscible fluids or upon interaction with the solid. The surface
tension can be defined as a property of the fluid which causes the fluid surface to acquire the
minimum surface area possible. Young and Laplace in 1800s was the first to introduce the surface

1

tension and formulated the wettability of a substrate in terms of contact angle between the liquidgas and solid-liquid interface as [9, 10].
=

−

,

and

where

(1.1)
represents the interfacial tensions of liquid-gas, solid-gas, and solid-liquid,

respectively. When the pressure diference across the interface araises, the surface tension forces
balance the pressure forces and the resulting equation known as Young-Laplace equation can be
written as

∆

where

= (

∗

+

∗

)

is the interfacial tension and

(1.2)

∗

and

∗

are function of principal radii of the surface. As

there are many practical applications where the interactions of liquid alongside solid can be seen,
many researchers studied the interface shape and stability over different surfaces [11-13, 5, 1416].

1.1.2 Fluid Interactions with fibrous surfaces
Fluid interaction (either droplet or AWI) with fibrous surfaces can be seen in many applications in
recent days. The wettability of the fibrous surface depends on the chemical composition, which in
turn defines the contact angle and the geometric attributes of the surface, which in turn defines the
penetraton of the fluid into the surface [17]. The capillary forces between the liquid and the solid
causes the liquid to spread across the surface and the surface tension forces within the liquid cause
the liquid to attain the minimum surface area possible. A force balance between the capillary forces
and the surface tension forces determines the degree of wettability of the surface [18-19]. The
2

Young’s Laplace Contact Angle (YLCA) is defined as the angle at which the liquid-vapor interface
meets the solid-liquid interface. The YLCA provides the measure of the wettability. Depending on
the contact angle made on the surface, surfaces were categorized into hydrophilic (contact angle <
90° ), hydrophobic (90° < contact angle < 150° ) and superhydrophobic (contact angle > 150° )
surfaces (SHP).
Superhydrophobic surfaces is well known for their less wettability showing less to almost nocontact between the liquid drop and the surface. Many natural surfaces exhibit SHP properties,
lotus leaf and water striders were few among them [14]. As mentioned earlier, hydrophobic
characterstics mainly depend on the surface topology. Superhydrophobic (SHP) surfaces, often
produced by incorporating single or multiscale roughness into a hydrophobic material, are known
for their ability to reduce the area of contact between water and the solid surface (referred to here
as the wetted area). An alternative approach to mimic the nature and produce SHP surfaces is to
coat the substrate with a hydrophobic material, e.g., deposition of polystyrene nanofiber
electrospun mats. The coated fibrous surfaces creates the micro or nano scale roughness and
induces the hydrophobicity of the surface or substrate [20-21].
Performance of a SHP surface depends on the mechanical stability of the air–water interface (AWI)
that forms over the non-wetting pores of the surface upon contact with water. Depending on surface
geometry and hydrostatic/hydrodynamic pressure, the AWI can ingress into the space between the
fibers/screen’s wire. Superhydrophobicity on a fibrous surface is due to Cassie state i.e, the liquid
doesn’t penetrate into the fibrous surface and remain fully dry forming a composite interface. The
fibrous surface looses it’s hydrophobicity when the liquid comes into contact with the entire solid
surface, Wenzel State. Depending on surface geometry and hydrostatic/hydrodynamic pressure,
the AWI can ingress into the space between the wires to allow the Wenzel state, the Cassie state,
3

or a series of transition states in between the two extreme states to prevail over the surface [2223]. The hydrostatic pressure at which a SHP surface starts departing from the Cassie state is
referred to as the critical hydrostatic pressure (CHP) or transition pressure [5]. This definition is
often used in the context of pores with sharp-edged entrance where the AWI can anchor (pin) itself
to the edges of the pore. The definition is less clear when the pore entrance is round (the case with
wire screens). This is because in this case, the AWI cannot anchor itself to any sharp corner, and
has to conform to a shape that maintains the Young–Laplace contact angle (YLCA) at any point
along the curved walls of the pore. Therefore, even at a zero hydrostatic pressure, it is hard to
define a fully dry (Cassie) state. Obviously, the AWI moves further down into the pore in response
to any increase in the hydrostatic pressure [5,24-25]. The AWI may slip between the pores and
may reach the bottom of the pore or surface, if the hydrostatatic pressure is high enough.
Furthermore, the entrapped air in Cassie state dissolves into water and the rate of dissolution
increases with increase in hydrostatic pressure. For the lack of a better alternative, we define CHP
for a pore with round entrance, to be the hydrostatic pressure at which the AWI moves down into
the pore such that the pore’s capillary pressure reaches its maximum value (referred to here as the
breakthrough pressure). Transition to the Wenzel state can also occur if the AWI touches the
bottom of the pore under pressure. This has been identified in the literature as failure due to AWI
sagging or the lack of “robustness height” [25]. Therefore, there is a need to shed some light on
the affect of surface topology and chemical composition of the surface on the wettability and the
fluid penetration along the surface.

4

The 3D shape of the WI on a surface can be obtained eithr through force balance or though the
energy minimization technique. Solving the force balance equation along the three-phase contact
line for a random 3D fibrous surface is very much complicated. For all the numerical simulations
we used public domain software called the Surface Evolver (SE). The Surface Evolver (SE), finite
element code, is used to determine the shape and position of the AWI under elevated hydrostatic
pressures. The general form of the energy equation

being integrated in the code can be expressed

as [4]:
E  p  dV   cosi  dAi

where

(1.3)

is the applied pressure difference across the interface which is being integrated over

volume element

. The summation refers to the surface energy contributed by the wetted area of

each particle/fiber associated with the interface

. To ensure proper calculation of the

screens\fibers’ energy contribution, the integrand

must be derived for each AWI face and

applied explicitly in the code. This approach will give us the shape of the interface and
consequently the ability to calculate the wetted area

which is the solid-liquid area per unit area

of a flat surface.
The AWI formed over the pores of a SHP fibrous surface can provide drag reduction benefits for
a submerged surface. A body of water flowing over a SHP fibrous surface experiences frictional
(no-slip) contact with the solid surface and slippery (no shear) contact along the AWI. Overall,
one can expect a reduction in the skin-friction drag of a solid surface due to a reduction in the
surface wetted area upon using a SHP fibrous surface. The decrease in the skin friction drag is
often portrayed by the effective slip length, which is the average distance underneath the water–
solid interface at which the velocity extrapolates to zero. The slip length on a SHP surface is related
5

to solid-liquid wetted area

, and is therefore pressure dependent. While there are several studies

proposing an explicit relationship between slip length and

for internal flows over SHP surface

comprised of streamwise or transverse sharp-edged grooves, the literature is scarce when it comes
to slip length correlations for SHP surfaces made of fibrous coatings . The most practical way of
defining an effective slip length is what one may observe in a rheometer experiment with the SHP
surface as the bottom plate. [26],

bup  (

 flat
 1) H
 slip

(1.4)

where  flat is the conventional Couette flow shear stress at the upper plate (in the absence of a SHP
bottom plate), and  slip is the shear stress at the upper plate with the SHP wire screen as the lower
plate. An approximate analytical effective slip length expression is also provided in [3] for flow
over SHP surfaces, as

bapp 




lw  2 1  1  Aw
ln
3 
 Aw


 

(1.5)




According to this equation, effective slip length is positive for Aw  0.868 , and negative when
0.868  Aw  1 . The effective slip length expression of [26] treats the fibrous surface as a 2-D planar

surface (i.e., no curvatures is considered for the AWI or the wires). There is no accurate approach
for obtaining an estimate of a fbrous surface wetted area in 3-D and to calculate its drag reduction
benefit (slip length). Therefore, there is a need to develop a model to simulate the flow over SHP
fibrous surface and estimate the drag reduction benefits.
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1.1.3 Droplet Interactions with Fibrous surfaces
Understanding the underlying physics of droplet movement inside fibrous media is a challenging
problem of crucial importance to many engineering applications such as liquid− liquid separation,
liquid−gas filtration, textiles, microfluidics, water transport in fuel cells, and even water
harvesting, to name a few [27-33]. Early studies have discussed equilibrium position of droplet
and droplet mobility on flat surfaces [34]. The wetting behavior and droplet mobility on fibrous
surfaces differs from the wetting on the flat surfaces. A number of previous studies have dealt with
the apparent contact angles, droplet geometry, sliding mechanisms of droplet on non-flat surfaces
[35-36]. The complexity in predicting the degree of droplet mobility over a fibrous surface or
curved surface arises mainly from the fact that it depends on many factors like the wetted area
(WA) of the solid surface, the length of the three-phase air–water–solid contact line (CL), the 3-D
shape and orientation of WA and many others. Obviously, these factors depend strongly on both
the surface morphology and on the physical properties of the droplet. These factors make it almost
impossible to accurately predict the degree of droplet mobility over a hydrophobic surface via a
first-principles theoretical approach. In the absence of a better option, droplet mobility over a
hydrophobic surface has often been characterized empirically in terms of the droplet’s advancing
and receding contact angles (CAs) which are the CAs in the direction of droplet motion (most
probably the largest and smallest CAs along the perimeter of the droplet) on that specific surface.In
the absence of a better option, droplet mobility over a fibrous surface has often been characterized
empirically in terms of the droplet’s advancing and receding contact angles (CAs) which are the
CAs in the direction of droplet motion (most probably the largest and smallest CAs along the
perimeter of the droplet) on that specific surface. One should keep in mind that there is nothing
fundamentally important about the advancing and receding CAs other than they are easy to
7

measure via imaging. In fact, the advancing and receding CAs are only two “dependent variables”
that owe their values to a series of morphological (surface) and thermodynamic (droplet)
“independent variables”, and therefore their applicability is limited to the specific surface and
droplet size used in measuring them. Because of these inherent limitations, the force required to
detach a droplet from a surface is often presented in terms of the difference between the advancing
and receding CAs (i.e., CA hysteresis) but multiplied by an empirical factor to compensate for the
lack of sufficient information about the impact of the actual “independent variables” in this
problem [37–38]. An additional factor further complicating this problem is the tendency of the
droplet to pin itself to certain local sites on the surface (caused perhaps by chemical or
morphological non-homogeneities). In the absence of pinning effects, a numerical approach has
been proposed to predict the force of detachment explaining the mechanism of contact angle
hysteresis.
Although circular fiber is the most common shape manufactured by synthetic fiber producers,
other shapes such as elliptical, lobed, and wedge-shaped cross-sections, are beginning to emerge
for a variety of reasons—performance, bulkiness, tactility, processing, etc. [39]. Fibrous surfaces
made from these various fibers may be configured as pads, pleated papers, bonded webs, nettings,
or composites. [40]. The wetting behavior and droplet detachment on non-circular fibers differs
from the wetting on the circular fibers. The only research on droplet-fiber interaction on noncircular fibers considers wedge-shaped cross-sections [41-42] but does not explain the effect of
the shape of the fiber –e.g., number and size of the wedges- or volume of the droplets on fibers’
wettability explicitly. Henceworth, there is a need to investigate the importance of a fiber's crosssectional shape on ACA and droplet detachment force from the fibers.
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1.2 Overall Objectives of This Thesis
This main motivation for this study is to develop a theoretical model to study the fluid motion over
fibrous coatings. The main contribution of this work is to understand the percentage of drag
reduction that can be obtained through manmade fibrous coatings and to underlying physics of
droplet movement over non-flat surfaces and filter media for fluid-fluid separations. Other
applications include self-cleaning, and anti-icing as well as droplet filtration, fog harvesting, and
incontinence products. Our study is divided into two distinct objectives: 1) modelling the
morphology of the 3-D structure of nanofiber mats, 2) modelling the flow of a fluid over these
virtual surfaces.
For the case of fibrous coatings, there is no accurate model in the literature which simulates the
full morphology of the electrospun nanofibers. The current study is devised to develop a modeling
approach toward solving this problem by simulating the 3-D structure of nanofiber mats.
Furthermore, we model the air-water interface over the superhydrophobic woven screens for
different geometric and wetting propoerties. Altering the operating hydrostatic pressure across the
air-water interface can cause a change in performance (drag reduction) of such coatings by
affecting the stability of the air-water interface and also changing the solid-water area. For the case
of droplet interactions over non-circular fibers (trilobal, rectangular) and non-flat surfaces (woven
screen), we develop a model to predict the apparent contact angle as a function of geometric
parameters. This information is crucially important for understanding the dynamics, coalescence,
and migration of liquid droplets in fibrous structures for an applied force. The ultimate goal of the
proposed research is to develop a fundamental theory for design and optimization of coalescing
filter media used in fluid-air or fluid-fluid separation, fog-harvesting.
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Despite the widespread applications of electrospun fibers, there is still no accurate method to
measure the thickness or porosity of compliant electrospun mats. Chapter 2 discusses a modeling
approach to help better understand this problem. This work presents a methodology for simulating
the morphology of nanofiber mats by treating each fiber as an array of beads (see Chapter 2). The
uniqueness of our algorithm lies in its ability to emulate how fibers conform to the geometry of
the surface on which they deposit, e.g., previously deposited fibers. This feature is important for
predicting how the thickness of a nanofiber mat grows as fibers continue to deposit on the collector.
Our algorithm is implemented in a C++ program and is used to study the effects of fiber rigidity,
fiber diameters, and fiber orientation on the thickness and porosity of electrospun mats. Contrary
to the common belief, it was shown that reducing fiber diameter, for a fixed basis weight, does not
necessarily lead to an increase in the thickness or porosity of the mat. The thickness and porosity
were shown to depend on fibers tendency to bend at the fiber-fiber crossovers, which varies
depending on properties of the fibers and electrospinning conditions.

Chapter 3 presents a detailed study on the failure pressure of spray-coated superhydrophobic wire
screens in terms of their geometric and wetting properties. Such information is needed in designing
fluid–fluid or fluid–air separation/barrier media as well as drag reducing and self-cleaning
surfaces, amongst many others. Good agreement has been observed between the results of our
numerical simulations and the experimental data for failure pressure. In addition, the wetted area
of the screens was calculated and used to predict their drag reduction benefits when used in a
Couette flow configuration under different operating pressures. Interestingly, it was found that
operating pressure in the Couette configuration does not significantly affect the drag reducing
effects of the screens.
10

Chapter 4 presents a detailed investigation of the droplet lower and upper contact angles on
hydrophobic wire screens with different properties such as wire diameter, wire spacing, or Young–
Laplace contact angle. Numerical simulation and experiment were considered to better our
understanding of the factors impacting droplet sliding on a hydrophobic screen, and to quantify
their importance. To conduct the numerical simulations, the screens’ geometry was programed in
the Surface Evolver code, and the droplet shape was obtained by minimizing the total energy of
the droplet–screen system iteratively using the code’s finite element solver. Good general
agreement was observed between the results of our numerical simulations and experimental data.
Most interestingly, it was observed that droplet sliding angle increases with increasing the wire
spacing in screens with a given wire diameter. To explain this counterintuitive observation,
detailed quantitative information is presented in terms of the three-phase contact line on the
droplet’s receding side as well as the penetration of the air–water interface into the void space
between the wires. The results of our study are discussed in the context of the contemporary
literature.

The equilibrium shape of droplet on fibers with trilobal cross-section is studied in chapter 5 via
numerical simulation. Special attention has been paid to droplet shape on trilobal fibers having
different lobe height. In addition, the effects of droplet volume and azimuthal orientation of fibers
with respect to direction of gravity are investigated. Our results indicate that trilobal fibers promote
the wettability of the fibers e.g, decrease apparent contact angle and increase the force required to
detach the droplet. We also observed that when the droplets are small the azimuthal orientation of
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the fiber plays a more important role in detachment force. Finally, we will close with our overall
conclusions in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2. Modeling Effects of Fiber Rigidity on Thickness and Porosity of Virtual
Electrospun Mats

2.1 Introduction
Electrospinning has been the focus of countless studies for the past decades for applications such
as aerosol filtration, tissue engineering, and catalysis among many others. Electrospinning is a onestep process for producing submicron fibers––fibers one or two orders of magnitude smaller than
traditional textile fibers. To date, there is no accurate method for measuring the thickness, and
consequently the porosity of a nanofiber mat. This is because the available measurement
techniques are mostly suitable either for nano-scale dimensions (e.g., AFM microscopes) or for
measurements on scales greater than say 10 µm (e.g., profilometers or indenters), leaving a
thickness range of about 1 to 10 µm hard to measure accurately, especially when working with
soft and compliant materials like fibrous mats. Accurate determination of the thickness of a
nanofiber mat is very important for most applications that take advantage of such materials.
Obviously, one cannot know the performance of a nanofiber mat (for particle/fluid separation, for
instance) without knowing its most intrinsic properties such as thickness and porosity.

In a typical electrospinning process, a liquid jet (a single filament) is ejected from the surface of a
charged polymer solution (or melt) and then driven by the electrostatic forces towards a collector.
The charged filament experiences a so-called whipping process in which it follows an erratic
trajectory before depositing on a collector [43-46]. The instabilities in the filament are due mainly
to the effects of electrostatic repulsions of the charges in the filament and the coulombic forces
caused by the electric field [43-47]. It is possible that the electric charges in the filament may
13

become dissipated in the ambient air due to humidity or other factors during the electrospinning
process. However, depending on the polymer structure and the process conditions, it is also
possible that some charges remain in the fibers after the fibers are deposited on the collector [4849]. Unfortunately, the effects of these residual charges on the morphology of a nanofiber mat
have not yet been established. One can expect that the residual charges generate some attraction
forces between the fibers and the collector. It is not yet known if such attraction forces can play a
role in further compressing the fibers together, and thereby decreasing the thickness of an
electrospun mat. Given the number of unknowns affecting the formation of an electrospun
nanofiber mat, the current study is devised to perhaps shed some light on the possible relationships
between the thickness (and porosity) of a nanofiber mat and the properties of its constituting fibers.
As such, this work is only a first step in developing a mathematical means for predicting the
thickness and porosity of an electrospun mat. As will be discussed later in this paper, our focus in
the current study is on the influence of fiber bending characteristics on the morphology of a fibrous
mat.

In the remainder of this chapter, we first describe how a mass-spring model is used in our work to
represent a fiber in Section 2.2. We then present our algorithm for depositing such fiber on top of
one another to form a mat in Section 2.3. We present a comparison between the predictions of our
model and the Fourier solution of the Vibrating String problem for validation in Section 2.4. Our
results and discussion are given in Section 2.5 followed by the conclusions in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Problem Formulations
Our group has been active in developing modeling methods for simulating the 3-D structure of
fibrous mats for the past decade [17-18,50-57]. Our previous structure simulations were
specifically designed to provide a computational domain for simulating the transport of fluid,
particles, and heat through a fibrous material. Such virtual structures need only to be developed on
scales comparable to the dimensions of the fibers––about 25 times greater than the diameter of the
fibers. On such small scales, one can assume the fibers to remain rigidly straight (modeled as rigid
cylinders) across the entire length of the simulation domain. On the other hand, to simulate how
the thickness of a fibrous mat grows as fibers continue to deposit on the surface, one needs to
consider simulation domains with in-plane dimensions much greater than the fiber diameter.
However, in such large domains (accommodating long fibers) a rigid-cylinder may no longer
provide an accurate representation of a real fiber and how it interacts with other fibers in the mat.
A new modeling approach is therefore needed to capture both the in-plane (if needed) and the
through-plane curvature of the fibers. In the current study therefore, we have assumed the fibers
to be made up of a continuous array of beads connected to one another by structural and flexion
springs and dampers (see Fig. 2.1a).
Our approach to simulate a nanofiber mat here is to treat the fibers as linear viscoelastic materials.
The most common linear viscoelastic models are the Maxwell model, in which springs and
dampers are connected in series, and the Kelvin–Voigt model, where springs and dampers are
connected in parallel [58]. In these methods, the springs and dampers resemble the material’s
elasticity and viscosity, respectively. The Maxwell model is more suited for a fiber in the
liquid/melt state whereas the Kelvin–Voigt is more appropriate for a solid fiber (the case here).
This model allows an efficient representation of a fiber’s motion through solving the balance of
15

mechanical forces acting on each bead

. These forces are due to the structural and bending

springs and dampers (neglecting gravitational forces), as shown in the free body diagram in Fig.
2.1b. For instance, the spring and damping forces between beads
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Fig 2.1: (a) The mass-spring-damper model representation of a fiber, (b) free body diagram of a bead.

In the absence of detailed quantitative information with regards to any residual charges in a
deposited fiber, the electrostatic forces are not included in our simulations. As will be seen later in
this paper however, the possible effects of such forces on the morphology of an electrospun mat
are indirectly discussed in this paper. The instantaneous position and velocity of each bead can be
obtained by solving Newton’s second law for that bead. For a fiber comprised of a finite number
of beads, this leads to a coupled system of second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
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For the ease of numerical calculations, these second order ODEs are converted into two first order
ODEs with respect to position and velocity as,
∑
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/

(2.3)
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The mass of each bead
(

in the fiber can be determined using fiber diameter

and fiber density

= 1000 kg⁄m here). Assuming ≫ , we obtain,

=

(

Note that

)

≅

(2.5)

depends only on the diameter and density of the fibers.

2.3. Algorithm
In this section, our algorithm for simulating the 3-D structure of a fibrous mat is described in detail.
As will be discussed later in the section, we produce fiber mats comprised of straight fibers, but
allow them to bend at fiber-fiber crossovers (generally in the through-plane direction). The beads
are represented with imaginary spheres having a diameter equal to the fiber diameter. These
spheres are distributed along the straight length of the fibers with a center-to-center distance equal
to the fiber diameter. Accurate simulation of the bending of the fibers at fiber-fiber crossovers is
an important yet challenging task that can directly affect the thickness and porosity of a fibrous
mat. The extent of bending that occurs at the fiber crossovers depends strongly on the viscoelastic
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properties of the fibers as well as the electrostatic and aerodynamic fields during fiber deposition
and solidification processes. In the absence of detailed quantitative information with regards to
these factors, it is practically impossible to predict the morphology of an electrospun fiber mat. As
such, the simulation algorithm developed in the current work is aimed to only shed some light on
this complicated problem by studying how fiber bending can affect the porosity and thickness of
a fibrous mat. In our simulations, fibers enter the simulation domain horizontally and with an
arbitrary initial vertical velocity toward the collection plate. We have assumed the fibers to fall
sequentially onto a flat substrate. The μ-randomness algorithm is used to produce fibers with
unbiased random positions [59].
The system of ODEs in Equation 3 is solved using the Runge–Kutta 4 th order method with a time
step of 0.05 μs. This results in the position and velocity of each bead at each time step during the
integration time. At each time step, the algorithm checks whether or not a collision has occurred
between the beads of an incoming fiber and those of the already deposited fibers (as well as among
the beads of the same fiber). Fiber interpenetration is avoided by monitoring the distance between
the beads at each time step to ensure that no beads can come closer to one another by a distance
less than a fiber diameter. If two beads are interpenetrating, the distance between these beads at
that time step is corrected (moved apart in the direction of the vector connecting them) to become
equal to the fiber diameter.
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Fig 2.2: (a) The overall flowchart of our algorithm; (b) the flowchart for calculating the maximum
deformation of a fiber between two rigid supports.

Once the deposition and bending processes are completed, the fibers are assumed to be rigid.
Therefore, the beads in the mat do not move every time a new fiber is deposited. This allows our
collision detection algorithm to search for a collision between the beads of a new fiber and those
of the deposited fibers (but not among the deposited beads). Obviously, the simulations slow down
as additional fibers enter the simulation domain. To overcome this problem, we first produce a
sub-list of the deposited beads that may interact with the projected image of an incoming fiber
onto the fiber mat. The collision detection search process is then limited to the beads in this sub19

list. Fig. 2.2 summarizes the above algorithm in a flowchart. The thickness of the virtual mats can
be predicted using the z-coordinates of the deposited beads (the fibers are in the x-y plane and the
thickness grows in the z-direction). To further accelerate the algorithm, a new fiber is introduced
to the domain at a height equal to the maximum z-coordinate of the deposited beads plus a fiber
radius. The length of a fiber in the mat can be obtained by calculating the distance between adjacent
beads along the length of the fiber.

2.4. Modeling Single Fiber Deflection
Our algorithm is used in this section to simulate the bending of a single fiber as it deposits on two
rigid supports and to compare the resulting deflection with that obtained from the exact solution
of the wave equation as it applies to the Vibrating String problem (see Fig. 2.3a). For this
comparison, we consider no initial deflection, but assigned an arbitrary initial velocity of

=

−0.05 m/s in the -direction to all beads. The solution for the one dimensional wave equation can
be obtained using the Fourier series solution given as [60],
( , )=∑

(2.6)

where is the fiber length between the rigid supports and

is the speed of the wave, taken to be

as 1 m/s here for simplicity. Fig. 2.3b shows the deflection of the fiber obtained from the current
model and Equation 2.6 at different times using
damping constant

⁄

= 10 N/(m.

⁄

= 8 × 10 N/(m. kg). Note that a small

. kg) is considered for this comparison as Equation 2.6

is derived in the absence of a damping term in the wave equation.
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Fig 2.3: (a) Schematic representation of a straight fiber with a diameter of 0.2 μm falling in the z-direction
with an arbitrary velocity of = 0.05 m/s on two rigid supports separated at a distance of 20 μm; (b)
comparison between the predictions of the mass-spring model and the Fourier solution of the wave equation
at different time steps; (c) maximum fiber deflection, ∆ / for different modeling parameters ⁄ and
⁄ .

To also study how the spring and damping constants ( ⁄

and

⁄

) affect the bending of a

fiber, we varied these parameters for the case shown in Fig. 2.3a, and reported the non21

dimensionalized maximum deflections in Fig. 2.3c. It can be seen that fiber deflection decreases
with increasing

⁄

or

⁄

. Although not reported in this figure, deflection is more when the

fiber’s initial velocity is higher, as expected.

2.5. Results and Discussion
In our mat formation simulations, we allow the fibers to bend until they reach their maximum
deflection in the z-direction, and we then stop them from moving back up. With the lack of
quantitative information about the residual charges in a fiber as well as the velocity and
solidification state of the fiber at the moment of deposition, this assumption is considered merely
to further simplify the otherwise very complicated problem. The simulations in which the fibers
are allowed to bend in this manner are referred to as “soft” fiber simulations to distinguish them
from the simulations where the fibers were treated as rigid cylinders. The latter is referred to as
“rigid” fiber model, and has been the default approach in the almost all the simulations reported
previously in the literature [17-18, 50-57,61-68].

In this section, we first study the effects of fibers’ in-plane orientation on the solid volume fraction
(SVF) and thickness of their mats, and then move on to the more complicated case of mats
comprised of fibers with two different diameters. We also simulate the potential effects of an
uneven substrate (e.g., a woven screen) on the mat’s morphology.

An example of the 3-D virtual electrospun mats generated by our algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.4a.
This figure shows a fibrous mat with a basis weight of 2 g⁄m and
by 0.5 mm comprised of fibers having a diameter of
22

−

dimensions of 0.5 mm

= 1 μm. The standard deviation of the in-

plane orientation of fibers about a zero-mean is set to be 30 degrees. The incoming velocity of the
fibers was arbitrarily taken to be 0.05 m/s. The modeling parameters used in the simulations were
⁄

= 3.5 × 10

N/(m. kg) and

⁄

= 3 × 10 N/(μm.

. kg). The average thickness

and average SVF of the fiber mats produced in these simulations were found to be 19.03 µm and
3.8% respectively. The magnified image in Fig. 2.4b shows the fibers bending at crossovers.

Fig 2.4: A sample virtual mat with a basis weight of 2 g⁄m made of fibers with a diameter of 1 μm is
shown in (a) along with a magnified image showing the fibers bending at crossovers in (b).

Fig. 2.5 shows the effects of fibers’ in-plane orientation on a mat’s thickness and SVF for both the
“soft” and “rigid” fiber models. It can be seen that mats comprised of highly oriented fibers have
a lower thickness but a higher SVF. This is because fibers tend to pack closer to one another when
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they are highly oriented in a given direction. As can be seen in Fig. 2.5, fiber mats produced by
depositing fibers with random in-plane orientations tend to become thicker, and therefore more
porous, than mats with aligned fibers having the same basis weight. Fig. 2.5 also shows that for a
given in-plane fiber orientation distribution, mats comprised of rigid fibers are more than ten times
thicker and more porous than their counterparts made of soft fibers.

The simulation algorithm developed here also allows one to study how thickness and porosity of mats
comprised of fibers with different diameters, i.e., mats with multi-modal fiber diameter distributions. In
particular, we consider mats made up of fibers with two different diameters, hereon referred to bimodal
mats. Such mats can be produced, for instance, by using two simultaneous electrospinning needles each
having its own polymer or process conditions. Our virtual bimodal mats consist of coarse and fine fibers
with diameters
denoted by

and

and

, respectively. The number fraction of coarse and fine fibers in these mats are

, respectively.

In a bimodal fibrous material, the coarse fibers often provide mechanical stability, and the fine fibers bring
about enhanced surface area. In modeling bimodal electrospun mats, again one has to have quantitative
information on how fibers with different diameters retain different amounts of residual charges as they
deposit. In the wake of all the unknowns with regards to electrospinning process, we assume that fine fibers
retain more residual charges per unit mass and also assume that they bend more at the fiber-fiber crosssections in comparison to coarse fibers [48].

Fig. 2.6a shows a fibrous mat with a basis weight of 5 g⁄m comprised of fibers having a fine fiber
= 1 μm, coarse fiber number fraction of

diameter of
ratio of

=

/

= 10 %, and a coarse-to-fine fiber diameter

= 2 . The fibers are assumed to deposit with an arbitrary initial velocity of 0.05 m/s.

Assuming that the coarse and fine fibers have the same material density, according to Equation 2.5, the
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Fig 2.5: Virtual nanofiber mats with different in-plane fiber orientation distributions having a mean zero
but standard deviations ranging from 5 to 45 degrees are shown in (a); effects of in-plane fiber orientation
thickness (b) and SVF (c) for mats comprised of soft and rigid fibers. Each simulation was repeated three
times to ensure that the statistical uncertainties are insignificant.
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beads forming a coarse fiber should be heavier than those constituting a fine fiber by a factor of
(i.e.,

=

). With the assumption that the coarse fibers are more rigid than the fine

fibers, here we considered a spring constant for the former greater than that of the latter by a factor
of
3 × 10
(m.

. This assumption allows us to retain a spring-constant-to-mass ratio of
N/(m. kg) and a damping-constant-to-mass ratio of

⁄

=

/

=

/

=

= 3 × 10 N/

. kg) for both the fine and coarse fibers. The average thickness and average porosity for the

mat shown in Fig. 2.6 were found to be 81.72 μm and 3.76%, respectively. The magnified image
in Fig. 2.6b shows the fibers bending at crossovers.

Fig 2.6: A sample bimodal virtual mat with a basis weight of 5 g⁄m made up of fibers with fine and
coarse fiber diameters of 1 μm and 2 µm, respectively is shown in (a) along with a magnified image showing
the fibers bending at crossovers in (b).
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Figures 2.7a and 2.7b report the simulated SVF and mat thickness for bimodal mats with a constant
basis weight of 5 g⁄m having a fine fiber diameter of
diameters of

= 1 μm but varying coarse fiber

= 2 μm and 3 µm versus coarse fiber number fraction

. The standard deviation

of the in-plane orientation of the fibers about a zero-mean was set to 45 degrees for the mats shown
in this figure. Figures 2.7c and 2.7d present similar results for similar mats with a fine fiber
diameter of

= 2 μm. The results shown in Fig. 2.7 are obtained for both the soft and rigid fiber

models. Interestingly, increasing the percentage of coarse fibers in a bimodal mat made up of soft
fibers exhibits a behavior completely different from that of a mat comprised of rigid fibers. For
the case of rigid fibers, SVF increases with increasing the percentage of coarse fibers in a bimodal
(at a constant basis weight). This is because the thickness of a mat with a fixed mass decreases
when the fibers are coarser, i.e., there are less number of fibers in the mat when the fibers are
coarse. However, this is not the case with soft fibers. In the case of soft fibers, thickness of the mat
increases with increasing the number fraction of coarse fibers. This is because coarse fibers do not
bend as much as the fine fibers as discussed earlier. Consequently, SVF of a bimodal mat
comprised of soft fibers decreases with the increase of the percentage of coarse fibers. Obviously,
if the fibers are softer than the “soft” fibers considered in our simulations, the above effects will
be more pronounced. Similarly, SVF decreases with increasing the fiber diameters ratio

for

constant percentage of coarse fibers for soft fibers (see Fig. 2.7). This is because fibers with a
larger diameter tend to bend less, resulting in thicker mats with lower SVFs. This effect is reversed
for rigid fibers, as discussed earlier. For the same reason, SVF is higher for mats composed of fine
fibers, or fibers with smaller diameters.
With the recent progress in electrospinning process, it is now possible to produce nanofiber mats
with orthogonal fibers [69-72]. Orienting the fibers in orthogonal positions allows one to better
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Fig 2.7: Effects of coarse fiber number fraction on SVF (a) and thickness (b) of bimodal mats consisting
of fibers with a fine fiber diameter of
= 1 µm but coarse-to-fine fiber diameter ratios of
= 2 and
3. Figure (c) and (d) show the same results but for mats with
= 2 µm. Each simulation was repeated
three times.

control the performance of the material in many different applications. For instance, due to the
randomness in the orientation of the fibers produced by a classical electrospinning setup, there
must always be a greater number of fibers in an electrospun fiber mat than is actually needed to
filter particles of a given diameter. Obviously, the presence of additional fibers translates to
additional friction with the flow, and therefore results in increased pressure drop. Filter media
comprised of orthogonally oriented fibers allows one to reduce the number of fibers needed for
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Fig 2.8: A sample nanofiber mat with a basis weight of 5 g⁄m made of orthogonal soft fibers with a
diameter of 1 µm is shown in (a) from two different views. Effects of varying fiber diameter of the fibers
SVF and thickness are shown in (b) and (c), respectively, for mats made of orthogonal soft and rigid fibers.
The results shown in (d)–(f) are similar to those of (a)–(c) except fibers in these figure have random inplane orientations (i.e., a 45 degree standard deviation about a zero mean). Each simulation is repeated three
times.
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filtration, and thereby provides a means for producing filter media with lower pressure drops (e.g.,
[73-74]).

Fig 2.9: Deposition of soft fibers with a diameter of
= 5 μm with an arbitrary initial velocity of =
0.05 m/s on a monofilament woven substrate from an isometric view (a). The magnified image in (b)
shows how the soft fibers conform to the geometry of the substrate.

Figures 2.8a–2.8c show SVF and thickness of fiber mats with orthogonal fibers having a basis
weight of 5 g⁄m but varying fiber diameters. For the sake of simplicity, the deposition sequence
of the fibers has been designed in such a way that the orientation of every other fiber will be same.
This guarantees that no two fibers will lie in the same horizontal plane. The modeling parameters
used here are the same as those mentioned for Fig. 2.5. With this setup, the thickness of a mat
comprised of rigid fibers will simply become equal to the number of the fibers in the mat times the
diameter of each fiber. With a constant basis weight SVF increases linearly with fiber diameter for
rigid fibers while thickness decrease with an inverse proportionality to fiber diameter. On the other
hand, for soft-fiber mats having identical basis weights, increasing fiber diameter increases the
thickness but decreases the SVF. This is again due to the fine fibers bending more at fiber-fiber
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crossovers. Note that in simulating unimodal mats made of fibers with different diameters in Fig.
2.8, we maintained fixed spring-constant-to-mass and damping-constant-to-mass ratios of
⁄

= 3 × 10

N/(m. kg) and

⁄

= 3 × 10 N/(μm.

. kg), respectively.

Figures 2.8d–2.8f repeat the study reported in Fig. 2.8a–2.8c but for mats with randomly oriented
fibers (45 degrees standard deviation about a zero mean). The simulated SVF and mat thickness
show trends similar to those shown in Fig. 2.8b and 2.8c for mats with orthogonal fibers. Note that
thickness and porosity of a mat with orthogonal fibers may be higher or lower than those of its
random counterpart depending on the number of fibers placed in each layer. For the case reported
in Fig. 2.8a–2.8c where only one fiber is allowed in each layer, the thickness and porosity values
are higher in mats with orthogonal fibers in comparison to mats discussed in Fig. 2.8d–2.8f.
To further demonstrate the capabilities of the simulation method developed in this work, here we
also present the results of simulating fiber deposition on a woven mesh––a typical substrate used
to characterize filtration performance of electrospun fibrous mats. The woven screen used for this
simulation consists of filaments with a diameter of

= 400 μm and a filament spacing of

500 μm (as shown in Fig. 2.9). The fibers considered here have a diameter of
velocity of 0.05 m/s, a spring constant of
⁄

= 10 N/(m.

⁄

=

= 5 μm, an initial

= 10 N/(m. kg), and a damping constant of

. kg). The magnified image in Fig. 2.9b clearly shows how the fibers

conform to the curvature of the woven substrate. The modeling method introduced in this work is
the only approach to date to simulate the morphology of a fiber mat deposited on an uneven
substrate.
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2.6. Conclusions

The study presented here is the first to develop an in-house mass-spring-damper model to simulate
the thickness and porosity of an electrospun fiber mat in terms of the rigidity of the mats’
constituting fibers (and their diameter dissimilarity). In this method, each fiber in the media is
treated as an array of beads with a diameter equal to that of the fibers, and connected to one another
by a series of spring and dampers. Writing the balance of forces acting on each bead, one obtains
a system of second order ODEs that can be solved for the position of the beads, and thereby the
profile of the fiber as it deposits on the collector plate or previously deposited fibers.

In the absence of detailed quantitative information with regards to residual charges in electrospun
fibers as well as their mechanical properties, we treated the fibers as “soft” or “rigid” to illustrate
how fiber bending at fiber-fiber crossovers can affect the thickness and porosity of a nanofiber
mat. This allowed us to observe an effect that has never been reported previously: for fibrous mats
with identical weights, the thicker and more porous mat is not necessarily the one comprised of
smaller fibers. Depending on how diameter of a fiber influences its tendency to bend at fiber-fiber
crossovers, a fibrous mat made of fine fibers may or may not be more porous than its counterpart
composed of coarser fibers.

The effects of fiber diameters dissimilarity in bimodal fibrous mats are simulated in this paper. It
was found that porosity and thickness of bimodal mats with constant weight increases with
increasing the fraction of the coarse fibers in the mats or the coarse-to-fine fiber diameter ratio, if
fine fibers tend to bend more than the coarse fibers at the fiber-fiber crossovers (the soft-fiber
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model). This trend reverses if the fibers are rigid. Our simulations also indicated that porosity is
lower in mats where fibers are highly oriented in a certain direction.
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Chapter 3. Failure Pressures and Drag Reduction Benefits of Superhydrophobic Wire
Screens
3.1 Introduction
Superhydrophobic (SHP) surfaces, often produced by incorporating single or multiscale roughness
into a hydrophobic material, are known for their ability to reduce the area of contact between water
and the solid surface (referred to here as the wetted area). The reduced wetted area, in turn, brings
about peculiar attributes that are essential for applications such as self-cleaning [1,75,2] and dragreduction [81-85] to name a few. Given the prohibitive cost associated with large-scale production
of microfabricated SHP surfaces, woven screens enhanced with functional surface
treatments/coatings have recently be considered as a cost-effective alternative for producing a SHP
porous surface in many applications. SHP woven screens can be used for drag reduction [3,23,7980], oil–water separation [4,26,81-83], self-cleaning and anti-icing [5-6,84], underwater protection
of electronic devices [85-86], water harvesting [7], and heat transfer [8] among many other
applications. There have also been interesting studies on the lead-carrying properties of SHP wire
screens for device manufacturing [87-91].

Performance of a SHP surface depends on the mechanical stability of the air–water interface (AWI)
that forms over the non-wetting pores of the surface upon contact with water. Depending on surface
geometry and hydrostatic/hydrodynamic pressure, the AWI can ingress into the space between the
wires to allow the Wenzel state (fully wetted), the Cassie state (fully dry), or a series of transition
states in between the two extreme states to prevail over the surface. The main forces acting on an
AWI are the hydrostatic/hydrodynamic pressure and the capillary pressure (see [22,92] for more
detailed information). The hydrostatic pressure at which a SHP surface starts departing from the
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Cassie state is referred to as the critical hydrostatic pressure (CHP) [22]. This definition is often
used in the context of pores with sharp-edged entrance where the AWI can anchor (pin) itself to
the edges of the pore. The definition is less clear when the pore entrance is round (the case with
wire screens). This is because in this case, the AWI cannot anchor itself to any sharp corner, and
has to conform to a shape that maintains the YLCA at any point along the curved walls of the pore.
Therefore, even at a zero hydrostatic pressure, it is hard to define a fully dry (Cassie) state.
Obviously, the AWI moves further down into the pore in response to any increase in the hydrostatic
pressure [22]. For the lack of a better alternative, we define CHP for a pore with round entrance,
to be the hydrostatic pressure at which the AWI moves down into the pore such that the pore’s
capillary pressure reaches its maximum value (referred to here as the breakthrough pressure)
denoted with Pbrk (see [5,20] for more detailed information). Transition to the Wenzel state can
also occur if the AWI touches the bottom of the pore under pressure. This has been identified in
the literature as failure due to AWI sagging or the lack of “robustness height” [12]. For applications
in which a wire screen is used as a coating placed on a surface (e.g.,[4,23,79-80] and [6,84]), we
consider sagging to be the failure mechanism and the pressure associated with this pressure is
shown with Psag . On the other hand, for applications in which a wire screen operates as a barrier
between two different fluids or two different compartments (e.g., [5,7,26, 81-83, 85-91]), we
consider failure to be the condition where the pressure over the screen exceeds the breakthrough
pressure.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first present our numerical approach for predicting the wetted
area and failure pressures of SHP wire screens in Section 3.2. We then discuss our customdesigned setup for testing a screen’s breakthrough pressure in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we
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present available expressions for calculating the slip length over a SHP wire screen. Finally, our
results and discussion are given in Section 3.5 followed by our conclusions in Section 3.6.

Fig 3.1: An example SEM image of the superhydrophobic wire screens considered in the study.

3.2 Predicting Wetted Area and Failure Pressures
In our simulations, sagging pressure, breakthrough pressure and slip length are calculated for
simple square-weave wire screens (same number of wires per unit length in both directions). These
screens are generally described by the geometric parameters: spacing between the wires sw ,
diameter of the wires dw , and the center to center distance between the wires lw , as can be seen in
Fig. 3.1. The Surface Evolver (SE), finite element code, is used in our study to determine the shape
and position of the AWI under elevated hydrostatic pressures [93]. The screen is simulated by
modeling a unit cell of the repeating geometry using symmetry boundary conditions on the planes
slicing through the center line of the consecutive wires in the x and y directions (see Fig. 3.2a).
The general form of energy equation for an AWI can be expressed as [9],
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E  p  dV    cos  i  dAi

where

p

(3.1)

is the pressure difference across the interface,  is the surface tension,  represents the

Young–Laplace contact angle (YLCA). The surface energy associated with the wires depends on
the water–solid surface area and it is described by the second term on the right hand side of Eq.
3.1. The area integral term in Eq. 3.1 should explicitly be defined for the SE. Fig. 3.2b shows the
wetted area of a wire in a screen in the

x y

plane with the top of the wires placed at the z  0

plane. The AWI penetrates into the space between the wires in response to an increase in the water
hydrostatic pressure. At the equilibrium position at an angle  from the top, the AWI is
symmetrically draped over the top of the wire (see Fig. 3.2c). Note that the AWI touches the wire
at point

D making an angle 

with the vertical axis (angle ABD). A wire oriented in the x-direction
2

2

 d  
d 
 
can mathematically be described as sine wave  z  w  sin  x     1  y 2   w  with 
2  l
 
 2 


being the phase shift (in radian) from the origin (point A). For such a wire, the area element dAi
can be written as
dAi  d w Fl dx

(3.2)

where Fl  1   f ( x)  with f  x  
2

dw
2

 
 
sin  l x     1 is the z-coordinate of the wire
 
 

centerline. Also, the angle  is a function of f  x  according to [77]

  cos1 1  2 f  x  / d w 

(3.3)

The above-mentioned equations (Eqs. 3.2–3.3) can be modified for the case where the wire is
aligned in the

y

direction by replacing x with

y
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. Attention should be paid to how the volume

Fig 3.2: Virtual unit-cell of a wire screen used in SE calculations (a). The area (b) and volume (c)
elements used in deriving the energy equation for the system

integral term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.1 is defined for SE. To obtain the volume of the fluid
above AWI correctly, one should subtract the volume of the portion of the wire VS (orange color)
overlapping with the volume obtain by projecting the AWI onto the

x y

plane ( z  0 ) from AWI

contact point (point D) as shown in Fig. 3.2c. Then, the volume of the fluid restricted by lines CD
and AB above the wire VF (blue color) has to be added in the volume integral term. Finally, the
volume integrand in Eq. 3.1 is modified by adding VF  VS to become,
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2z  dw
2
 1

dV    d w 2 
d w sin   1   f ( x)  dx
8
 8


(3.4)

Figures 3.3a–3.3d show the simulated AWI over a wire screen under different hydrostatic
pressures. The wires have an YLCA of   123o , a spacing of sw  458 μm , and a diameter of
d w  254 μm . At low pressures, the meniscus merely touches the surface of the wires, but it

penetrates deeper into the spacing between the wires as the pressure increases. In this work, we
mainly focus on estimating the sagging pressure Psag and breakthrough pressure Pbrk for SHP
screens with different dimensions. The sagging pressure Psag is defined here as the pressure at which
the AWI touches the flat substrate underneath the wire screen (Fig. 3.3c). The breakthrough
pressure Pbrk on the other hand, is defined here as the highest pressure that the AWI can tolerate
before the AWI break up allowing water to flow through the screens (the maximum capillary
pressure) as shown in Fig. 3.3d. As will be seen later in this paper, these pressures will be predicted
for wire screens with different geometries and YLCAs. We also report the screens’ wetted area at
different hydrostatic pressures. We define the wetted area fraction Aw of a screen as the ratio of the
screen’s wetted area from Eq. 3.1 to the unit cell area of the screen lw2 .
To ensure that the AWI predictions reported in this paper are not affected by the choice of mesh
density, the wetted area fraction for a screen having a wire diameter of dw  140 μm , a wire spacing
of sw  458 μm , and an YLCA of   123 was calculated at different hydrostatic pressures using a
uniformly distributed triangular mesh elements. The mesh density was then increased
incrementally and its effects on the wetted area as well as sagging and breakthrough pressures
were recorded. It was found that simulations performed with a mesh density of L / dw  500 (where
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L is the grid-points interval size) produce numerical results with less than about 5% mesh
dependence (not shown for the sake of brevity).

Fig 3.3: Sample simulation results showing the AWI under different hydrostatic pressures in (a) and (b).
Failure due to AWI sagging is shown in (c). Failure due to AWI breakup at the breakthrough pressure is
shown in (d). Here dw  254 μm and sw  458 μm .

3.3 Breakthrough Pressure Measurement
An experimental setup was built to determine the breakthrough pressure of the SHP wire screens
for model validation. Four different wire screens were purchased from McMaster-Carr and cut into
2 inch by 2 inch samples. The screens were then sprayed with a commercially available
hydrophobic coating (Ultra-Ever Dry by Ultratech Company). Prior to spraying the screens, the
coating was applied on a glass slide and an average YLCA of 123 degrees was obtained (see Fig.
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3.4). To coat the screens, an adhesive coating was first applied to each side of the screens using a
sprayer bottle held 3 inches away and the screens were left to dry for 30 minutes. After the bottom
coat had sufficiently dried, a top coat was sprayed on using another sprayer. The coating was
sprayed in a fine mist and in a consistent way to maximize the uniformity of the coating to the
extent possible. Attention was also paid to not apply excessive amount of coating onto the screens
so that their geometry remain unaffected. Nevertheless, differences in the amount of coating
applied to the various screens could account for some minor aberrations in the results. The screens
were left to dry for 24 hours before being used in the experiment. Several screens of each size to
be tested were coated to obtain statistically meaningful measurements. Occasionally, a film of
hydrophobic coating would form a film across one or numerous pores in the screen. These screens
were excluded from the experiment to create consistency and accuracy in the experimental data.

Fig 3.4: An SEM image of the superhydrophobic spray-on coating used on a microscope slide. The inset
shows droplet contact angle measured via a goniometer.

To measure a screen’s breakthrough pressure, a test setup was designed and built (see Fig. 3.5a).
The setup consists of a vessel made of an acrylic cylinder that is fed with water at a defined
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Fig 3.5: Our experimental setup designed to measure the breakthrough pressure of SHP woven screens (a).
Optical images of AWI trying to enter a SHP screen at low (b) and high (c) magnifications.

pressure. The pressure of water is adjusted by changing the height of the water in a tube. The top
of the chamber is comprised of the holder where the screen can be mounted. The screen was placed
on top of the vessel and then a hydrophobic o-ring centered on the hole in the middle of the plate.
A clear circular plate was then placed on top of the o-ring and the screen before fastening the top
plate to the rest of the vessel. The height gauge was adjusted until the water level reached the
surface of the screen and the manometer level became stable. The height gauge was then zeroed
and the microscope was positioned over the pressure vessel. A possible variation in the results
could have resulted from inconsistencies in this zeroing because it was a judgment based on visual
observation and could vary slightly from trial to trial. The level of the height gauge was slowly
elevated until it was observed through the microscope that the water had penetrated the
hydrophobic coating of the screen. The elevated hydrostatic pressure could then be calculated as
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Pbrk   gh where  is the density of water, g is the gravitational acceleration, and h is the height

of the water column in the tube. The maximum water (dyed with food coloring to allow a more
definable interface) level that a SHP screen can withstand without water breaking through was
measured optically [86]. The AWI breaking through the screen can be seen in Figs. 3.5b and 3.5c.
In order to eliminate the potential edge effects, results were only considered from trials in which
the water penetrated the screen from a pore that was not directly touching the pressure vessel. The
screen was removed and the vessel was dried so that the next trial can be conducted. The screen,
o-ring and both flanges had to be completely dried in order for an accurate trial to be conducted.

3.4 Slip Length Prediction
3.4.1 Flow Field Calculation
As mentioned earlier, the AWI formed over the pores of a SHP surface can provide drag reduction
benefits for a submerged surface. A body of water flowing over a SHP wire screen experiences
frictional (no-slip) contact with the solid wires and slippery (no shear) contact along the AWI (see
Fig 3.6a). Overall, one can expect a reduction in the skin-friction drag of a solid surface due to a
reduction in the surface wetted area upon using a SHP screen. The decrease in the skin friction
drag is often portrayed by the effective slip length, which is the average distance underneath the
water–solid interface at which the velocity extrapolates to zero (refer Fig. 3.6b). As discussed
before in Sec. 3.2, the shape and position of the AWI over a SHP wire screen can be obtained from
SE simulations at different pressures. This information can be used to predict the slip length over
such surfaces by solving the Navier–Stokes equation in a Couette geometry such as the one shown
in Fig. 3.6 (note the periodic and symmetric boundary conditions in the streamwise and lateral
directions, respectively). A laminar flow is induced by moving the upper plate with a velocity of
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0.1 m/s in the x -direction. Unless otherwise stated, the distance between the SHP surface and the

upper plate is considered to be H  5dw in all the simulations reported here. The flow field is
obtained using the

Fig 3.6: The computational domain considered for solving the Navier–Stokes equations using an accurate
estimate of the 3-D shape of the AWI over the screens (a). Schematic diagram describing the slip length
concept (b).

finite volume FLUENT software. The computational domain was meshed using tetrahedral mesh
refined near the AWI to reduce the total number of volume mesh (i.e., CPU time) required to obtain
a reliable flow field between the plates. In addition, regional mesh adaption was considered near
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the AWI or the upper plate whenever it showed to further improve the slip length predictions. A
mesh-independence study was also conducted (with dw  140 μm , sw  458 μm , and YLCA
  123 at a hydrostatic pressure of 100 Pa) to examine how our predicted effective slip length

values vary with the total number of volume mesh N used in our flow field simulations (not shown
for the sake of brevity). It was found that simulations conducted with more than 1.5 million
tetrahedral mesh (with the near-AWI refinement) had negligible dependence on the total number
of volume mesh. Additional regional mesh adaptation was considered whenever needed to further
improve the accuracy of our slip length calculations.
3.4.2 Slip Length Calculation and Validation
The most practical way of defining an effective slip length is what one may observe in a rheometer
experiment with the SHP wire as the bottom plate. In this configuration, the drag benefits of a SHP
wire can be examined by the reduced torque (shear stress) needed to spin the upper plate [23],

bup  (

 flat
 1) H
 slip

(3.5)

where  flat is the conventional Couette flow shear stress at the upper plate (in the absence of a SHP
bottom plate), and  slip is the shear stress at the upper plate with the SHP wire screen as the lower
plate. An approximate analytical effective slip length expression is also provided in [3] for flow
over SHP screens, as

bapp 




lw  2 1  1  Aw
ln
3 
 Aw


 

(3.6)
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According to this equation, effective slip length is positive for Aw  0.868 , and negative when
0.868  Aw  1 . To the knowledge of the authors, the only analytical work that can be used to

validate our numerical slip length calculations over SHP wire screens is the work of [3] who
proposed an effective slip length expression as,
(3.7)

b flat  l w ( a1 ln   a 2 )

where   d w lw , a1  0.107 , and a2  0.069 , with the solid area fraction defined as Aw   (2   )
.
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Fig 3.7: Dimensionless effective slip length values calculated for screens with different area fractions. An
oversimplified representation of the screens geometry in considered here to compare the results of our
numerical calculations with those of [8] for validation purposes.

The effective slip length expression of [3] treats the wire screen as a 2-D planar surface (i.e., no curvatures
is considered for the AWI or the wires). Therefore, our simulation domain was simplified to numerically

duplicate the geometry of screen as considered in [3]. The simulation domain and the resulting slip
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length values from Eq. 3.5 are given in Fig. 3.7 along with those of Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7. For these
calculations wire screens with a unit cell length of lw  636 μm but varying solid area fractions of
0.19  Aw  0.75 were considered. Good agreement can be seen between the three approaches taken

to predict an effective slip length for flow over a SHP wire screen treated as a 2-D geometry
comprised of flat wires accommodating a flat AWI (i.e., a flat plate perforated with square holes
having sharp edges).
3.4 Results and Discussion
In this section, we discuss how diameter and spacing of the wires in a screen can impact a screen’s
sagging and breakthrough pressures as well as its wetted area and slip length. We will compare
the results of numerical simulations with those obtained from our experiment whenever possible.
Figure 3.8 shows the effects of wire spacing on sagging and breakthrough pressures for screens
with different wire diameters of dw = 254 and 508 µm. It can be seen that both pressures decrease
when increasing the spacing between the wires. The decreasing trend can be better understood by
considering the fact that the AWI contact line (providing capillary forces) scales almost linearly
with the wire spacing whereas AWI area (exposed to hydrostatic pressure) scales with the wire
spacing squared. Therefore, increasing wire spacing weakens the resistance of a screen to an
intruding AWI. More interesting in this figure is the difference between the breakthrough and
sagging pressures. While in most cases sagging pressure is smaller than the breakthrough pressure,
it is quite possible for this trend to reverse especially at small wire spacing values (i.e., AWI gives
in before it comes into contact with the underlying substrate) as shown with blue shade in Fig. 3.8a
and Fig. 3.8b for sw  254 μm and sw  762 μm , respectively. In such cases, the breakthrough
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pressure is taken as the failure pressure. Figure 8 also shows the effects of wire spacing on the
screens’ wetted area fraction at sagging and breakthrough pressures. It can be seen that wetted area
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Fig 3.8: Effects of wire-to-wire spacing sw on failure pressure (breakthrough and sagging pressures) and
wetted area fraction of the screens having constant wire diameters of d w  254 μm (a) and d w  508 μm
(b). Experimental breakthrough pressure values (red symbols) are added to the figures for comparison.

fractions decrease with increasing wire spacing. This is because the unit cell area of a screen
increases faster with increasing wire spacing than does the wires’ wetted area. The breakthrough
pressures obtained from our experiments are shown in Fig. 3.8a ( sw  660 μm and sw  1448 μm )
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and Fig. 3.8b (and sw  762 μm and sw  1296 μm ) with red symbols. The experimental data seem
to follow the numerical predictions slightly better for screens with larger wire spacing. This
appears to be caused by the inaccuracies involved in tracking the AWI experimentally (i.e.,
optically) when the wire spacing is smaller.
Comparing screens with identical wire spacing but different wire diameters in Fig. 3.8, it can be
seen that both the sagging and breakthrough pressures are generally higher for screens with bigger
wire diameters especially when the spacing is large. For instance, for a wire spacing of
sw  1446 μm , the sagging and breakthrough pressures are found respectively to be Psag  102 Pa

and Pbrk  138 Pa , for the screen having a wire diameter of d w  254 μm (Fig. 3.8a), and
Psag  135 Pa and Pbrk  160 Pa for the screen with the wire diameter of d w  508 μm (Fig. 3.8b). For

a smaller spacing of sw  746 μm however, these pressures are predicted to be Psag  275 Pa and
Pbrk  300 Pa for the screen with the wire diameter of d w  254 μm , and Psag  Pbrk  300 Pa were for

screen with the wire diameter of d w  508 μm .
Figure 3.9 shows the effects of pressure on wetted area fraction and effective slip length of wire
screens with different geometries. Two sets of data are generated for this study; one in which the
spacing is varied, while the wire diameter is held constant at d w  254 μm (Figs. 3.9a and 3.9b),
and the other where spacing is fixed at sw  178 μm but the wire diameter is varied (Figs. 3.9c and
3.9d). As expected, wetted area fraction increases with pressure for both cases (see Fig. 3.9a and
3.9c). More interestingly, at a constant pressure (say, P  150 Pa ), wetted area fraction is found to
be larger for screens with larger wire diameters or smaller wire spacing. This information is used
in Eq. 3.6 to predict the effective slip length of the surface. Effective slip length can also be
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predicted (more accurately) using Eq. 3.5 after solving the Navier–Stokes equations in a Couttee

Fig 3.9: Effects of hydrostatic pressure wetted area fraction (a and c) and slip length (b and d) for screens
with different geometries. Slip length predictions of Eq. 3.5 ( bup ) and Eq. 3.6 ( bapp ) are compared with one
another.

geometry. Figures 3.9b and 3.9d compare the slip length predictions of these two equations with
one another. It can be seen that Eq. 3.5 predicts a decreasing slip length which reaches a plateau
beyond some pressure (around 100 Pa in Fig. 3.9b and 250 Pa in Fig. 3.9d). To better explain this,
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Fig 3.10: Average velocity at a distance  above the solid surface in a plane slicing through the screen is
shown for two different hydrostatic pressures of 0 and 500 Pa in (a) along with example velocity profiles.
Effects of the gap distance between the upper and lower plate in Couette geometry H on slip length is shown
in (b) for two different gap values as a function of pressure.
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velocity vectors in a plane slicing through the wire screen (the case with a wire diameter of
dw  140 μm and a wire spacing of sw  178 μm ) are shown in Fig. 3.10a and their average values at

a distance  above the surface are calculated for operating pressures of 0 and 500 Pa (see the
dashed line in the inset figure). It can be seen that, average velocity above the surface is almost
independent of operating pressure, even when the AWI penetrates deeper into the screen when the
pressure is higher. This means despite the increase in the wetted area of the screens under pressure,
no measurable additional friction is generated against the flow. This observation is also consistent
with the results reported in [94].
The results given in Figs. 3.9b and 3.9d indicate that slip length decreases continuously with pressure when
predicted using the approximate formula given in Eq. 3.6 (even reaching negative slip length values).
However, this equation seems to provide reasonable predictions at relatively low pressures, and more
importantly, it does not require solving the Navier–Stokes equation. Figure 3.9b shows that, at a given
operating pressure, effective slip length is higher for wire screens with larger wire spacing. This is mostly
due to the fact that wetted area fraction is smaller for such screens (see Fig. 3.9a). On the contrary, Fig.
3.9d shows that, at a given pressure, effective slip length over wire screens with identical wire spacing is
higher for screens with larger wire diameters. This is in contradiction with the wetted area fraction results
shown in Fig. 3.9b. However, it should be noted that the results shown in Fig. 3.9d were obtained for a
fixed gap of H =1000 µm between the upper and lower plates. Therefore, the effective gap (distance
between the top surface of the wires and the moving upper wall) decreases with increasing the wire
diameter, and this makes the screen with a larger wire diameter produce more slip length despite having a

larger wetted area fraction.
To further investigate this, effective slip length over a screen with a wire diameter of d w  254 μm
and a wire spacing of sw  305 μm is calculated for two different gap distances of
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H

= 1270 μm and

H

= 635 μm in Fig. 3.10b. It can be seen that slip length increases by about 20% when the gap is

decreased by a factor of 2. This is in qualitative agreement with the observation reported in [95].

3.4 Conclusions
Woven screens enhanced with functional surface treatments/coatings have recently be considered
as a cost-effective alternative for producing a SHP porous surface in many applications including
but not limited to drag reduction [3,23,79-80], oil–water separation [4,26,81-83], self-cleaning and
anti-icing [5-6,84], and device manufacturing [87-91] among many others. In this work, we
reported on the failure pressure of such screens and discuss how the interplay between the wire
diameter and wire-to-wire spacing can affect the performance of a SHP screen. An approach for
obtaining an accurate estimate of a screen’s wetted area in 3-D is presented and is used to calculate
its drag reduction benefit (slip length) when the screen is used in a Couette flow configuration.
Our simulations indicate that operating pressure in the Couette configuration does not significantly
affect the drag reducing effects of the screens. Different formulations proposed in the literature for
predicting the slip length of a SHP surface are compared with one another and their pros and cons
are discussed in detail.
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Chapter 4. Modelling Droplet Sliding Angle on Hydrophobic Wire Screens

4.1 Introduction
Wire screens treated with a hydrophobic coating have become a cost-effective way of creating a
porous water repellent (or oil repellent if treated with an oleophobic coating) surface. Such porous
structures have been considered for a variety of potential applications such as drag reduction on
submerged surfaces [3,23,88,89,96], oil–water separation [4,91-92,97-99], heat transfer or antiicing [6-8,97], self-cleaning [27,105-106], and fog harvesting [7,100-101] to name a few. The
main attribute of a hydrophobic surface is the ability to reduce the area of contact between the
solid surface and a body of water (often referred to as surface wetted area). While a reduced wetted
area (WA) is the primary cause for achieving drag reduction in the case of a submerged
hydrophobic surface [2,80,83,85], the problem becomes unfortunately more complicated when it
comes to droplet mobility on the surface (e.g., in separating dispersed water droplets from diesel
or oil droplets from engine exhaust). The complexity in predicting the degree of droplet mobility
over a hydrophobic surface arises mainly from the fact that it depends on the WA of the solid
surface, the length of the three-phase air–water–solid contact line (CL), the 3-D shape and
orientation of WA and CL with respect to the direction of the droplet’s motion, and the slope of
the air–water interface (AWI) along the CL. Obviously, these factors depend strongly on both the
surface morphology and on the physical properties of the droplet. An additional factor further
complicating this problem is the tendency of the droplet to pin itself to certain local sites on the
surface (caused perhaps by chemical or morphological non-homogeneities). These factors make it
almost impossible to accurately predict the degree of droplet mobility over a hydrophobic surface
via a first-principles theoretical approach. In the absence of a better option, droplet mobility over
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a hydrophobic surface has often been characterized empirically in terms of the droplet’s advancing
and receding contact angles (CAs) which are the CAs in the direction of droplet motion (most
probably the largest and smallest CAs along the perimeter of the droplet) on that specific surface.
One should keep in mind that there is nothing fundamentally important about the advancing and
receding CAs other than they are easy to measure via imaging. In fact, the advancing and receding
CAs are only two “dependent variables” that owe their values to a series of morphological (surface)
and thermodynamic (droplet) “independent variables”, and therefore their applicability is limited
to the specific surface and droplet size used in measuring them. Because of these inherent
limitations, the force required to detach a droplet from a surface is often presented in terms of the
difference between the advancing and receding CAs (i.e., CA hysteresis) but multiplied by an
empirical factor to compensate for the lack of sufficient information about the impact of the actual
“independent variables” in this problem [5,102-110].

In the absence of pinning effects (e.g., the case of a surface with round asperities like those of a
wire screen), a theoretical approach can be considered to predict the force of detachment (and of
course the advancing and receding CAs) as was discussed in our previous work for droplet
detachment from a single fiber [111-112]. In the current paper, we study the effects a screen’s
geometrical parameters on the mobility of droplets of different sizes on its surface via numerical
simulation, for the first time. Complimentary experiments have also been conducted for model
validation whenever possible. Furthermore, the direct application of the current work is to establish
the dependency of wettability and hydrophobicity on the screen parameters, to increase the
efficiency of the woven screens for direct applications like fog harvesting, mesh membranes to
separate immiscible oil/water mixtures.
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Remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first present a condensed review of the
common knowledge regarding droplet CAs on flat and tilted surfaces in Sec. 4.2. We then discuss
our numerical approach for modelling droplet over hydrophobic wire screens in Sec. 4.3 and our
experimental approach in Sect. 4.4. Our results and discussion are given Sec. 4.5, followed by our
conclusions in Sec. 4.6.

4.2 Advancing and Receding Contact Angles On Hydrophobic Wire Screens
On a rough surface the droplet exhibits multiple equilibrium states and apparent contact angles.
The apparent CA

(average local CA), for a droplet associated with the global free energy

minimum on an isotropic hydrophobic surface is given by [113-115].
=

+

In this equation

−1

(4.1)

is the ratio of the WA to its projected area on a horizontal plane, and

is the

ratio of the same projected WA to the total projected contact area of the droplet with the surface.
is the Young–Laplace contact angle (YLCA) of a chemically identical smooth surface (see
Fig. 4.1b). Treating the wire texture of a monofilament textile as an array of parallel cylinders, Eq.
4.1 was modified in [27] to predict the apparent CA of droplets on woven fabrics, i.e.,
=

∗

( −

)

+

∗

−1
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(4.2)

Fig 4.1: (a) illustration of a flat AWI over an array of parallel cylinders with a diameter
and separated
by a distance . The parameters and from Eq. 4.1 are also shown graphically; (b) lower and upper
contact angles are shown for a droplet deposited on a tilted screen.

where

∗

=(

+

)⁄

, and

and

are the filament (wire) diameter and the filament-to-

filament spacing, respectively. There are contradictory reports with regards to the accuracy of Eqs.
4.1 and 4.2 for apparent CA prediction on wire screens (while studies such as those in [106,116117] showed good agreement between experimental data and predictions of Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, the
work of [100,118] report to the contrary). It is important to note that these equations were derived
assuming that i) droplet size is larger than the scale of surface roughness, ii) the surface is isotropic
surface, and iii) the AWI is flat. More specifically, Eq. 4.1 is not derived for when the AWI
penetrates into the pores of the surface as discussed in [119]. For instance, apparent CA is expected
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to increase monotonically by increasing the spacing between the filaments according to Eq. 4.1.
This however, is not generally true for a wire screen with a wire spacing comparable to the size of
the droplet, as will be seen later in this paper.
Sliding angle is a simple way of characterizing droplet mobility on a surface. Droplet mobility requires low
adhesion force between the liquid and the solid, such that the droplet can easily slide off the surface at small

inclination angles. When a hydrophobic surface is tilted, the droplet starts to deform due to
gravitational forces leading to the formation of lower and upper CAs, denoted in Fig. 4.1c by

and

, respectively. More specifically, a droplet on an inclined surface experiences a body-force given
by
=
where

(4.3)
is the mass of the droplet,

is the gravitational acceleration, and

is the inclination

angle. This force is generally balanced by the adhesion force between the droplet and the rough
solid surface. Increasing the inclination angle generally results in an increase in the lower CA and
a simultaneous decrease in the receding CA. In a pioneering study [120], it was suggested that
droplet adhesion force is proportional to the surface tension of the liquid
area

, the width of contact

(perpendicular to droplet’s direction of motion), and the difference between the cosines

of lower and upper CAs at the sliding angle i.e.,
=
where is

(

−

)

(4.4)

is an empirical correction factor that accounts for all the factors neglected in developing

this equation (reported for instance, to vary in the range of 1 to 3.14 in [105]) and
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=

,

=

are the contact angles at at the sliding angle . The lower

and upper

CAs can be

different from the droplet’s advancing and receding angles. [121]
Equation 4.4 is generally valid for a droplet on a smooth flat surface, and as was mentioned earlier,
additional factors (e.g., shape and location of the CL, WA, Laplace pressure, AWI penetration into
surface pores…) should be taken into consideration for surfaces with added or inherent roughness
[5]. For instance, increasing the inclination angle decreases the gravitational force pushing the
droplet onto the surface. This in turn, changes the shape and location of the CL (among other
parameters) when the surface is rough (e.g., a wire screen).
4.3 Modelling Droplet Shape on Hydrophobic Wire Screens
In this paper, the effects of the geometrical parameters of a wire screen (e.g., wire diameter
and wire spacing

) on droplet CAs and mobility are studied computationally and compared with

experiments (Sec. 4.4). The energy minimization method implemented in the Surface Evolver (SE)
finite element code is used here to simulate the 3-D shape of water droplets with different volumes
on wire screens with different geometries. For a droplet sitting on a surface, the free energy of the
system can be expressed as [122-123],
=
where

+

∬

+∭

(4.5)

is the water–air surface tension, and

and

are the water–air and solid–water

interfacial area. Assuming screens’ wires to be circular with a sinusoidal centerline profile oriented
in the x and y directions (referred to here as warp and weft respectively). The warp and weft in a
wire screen with an inclination angle of

about the y-axis can mathematically be presented

respectively as (see Fig. 4.2),
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Fig 4.2: Sliced view of a droplet on a wire screen showing the solid–liquid wetted area and the interface
immersion angle. Parameters used in Eq. 4.8 are shown using a 2-D representation of the air–water interface
in contact with a wire.
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(4.6)

−

) =

(4.7)

where

is the phase shift (in radian), and

and

are the x and y coordinates of the wires,

respectively. SE considers the interfacial energy of the droplet in the total energy of the system,
but the wetting energy of the wires needs to be defined for SE and added to the second term on the
right side of Eq. 4.5. This is accomplished here by defining the area element
=
where

1+
=

(4.8)
+

− 1 is the -coordinate of the wire centerline. In this equation,

is the wetting angle (see Fig. 4.2) and it is a function of

= tan

(

in Eq. 4.5 as

,

(4.9)

)

Upon defining the initial surface in a data file, SE evolves the droplet shape by meshing the
surfaces involved in the calculations and iteratively moving the vertices of the meshed AWI to
reach a minimum (local or global) energy value for the whole system under a constant dropletvolume constraint. In this paper, we define the sling angle

as, the largest inclination angle at

which the droplet can have a stable shape without moving on the surface. Numeircaly, this happens
when SE cannot converge to a stable equilibrium shape upon increasing the inclination angle. For
the boundary conditions, the AWI at the CL is assumed to conform to a slope that matches the
droplet’s YLCA.
4.4 Experiment
To confirm the results of our numerical simulations, the droplet sliding angle was measured on
wire screens (from McMaster-Carr) spray-coated with a water repellent solution, Ultra-Ever Dry
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(from Ultratech Company). The screens were cut into 1 inch by 1 inch squares and inspected to be
perfectly flat during the

Fig 4.3: (a) A microscope image of a glass slide coated with Ultra-Ever Dry, (b) a droplet image on the
coated glass slide showing an YLCA of
= 120° ; (c) an SEM image of one of the spray-coated wire
screens used in this work.

experiment. The screens were prepared by first spraying an adhesive coating (bottom coating) on
them. The screens were allowed to dry in ambient atmosphere for about 45 minutes before the
hydrophobic coating (top coating) was applied. The coating was sprayed in a fine mist and as
consistent as possible to maximize its uniformity on each screen. Multiple screens were used for
each size to obtain statistically meaningful measurements. Occasionally, a film of hydrophobic
coating would form across one or numerous pores of the screen, however, these screens were
discarded to avoid inconsistencies. The YLCA of the coating was obtained by employing 5 μL
droplets on a microscope slide (coated in a similar manner) at three different locations and the
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average was found to be 120 degrees (see Fig. 4.3). The coated screens were placed on a
goniometer consisting of a CCD camera, a syringe pump, and a tilting platform. Water droplets of
known volume were placed on the screens (in horizontal position) using a sharp-needle micrometer
syringe and tilted incrementally (3-degree increments). The droplets were observed to
continuously deform as the platform was tilted, until they eventually slide off the screen at a
maximum inclination angle referred to here as the sliding angle. The droplets were imaged during
the experiment and the images were used to extract droplet’s lower and upper CAs. Each
experiment was repeated at least three times to produce average values and a standard deviation
for each case. Each experiment was completed in less than 5 min to minimize the errors associated
with droplet evaporation.

4.5 Results and Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the effects of wire diameter and spacing on apparent CAs for
droplets with different volumes. We then discuss the droplets’ lower and upper CAs followed by
a discussion about the effect of screen dimensions on the droplet sliding angle. We will compare
the results of numerical simulations with those obtained from our experiments whenever possible.
4.5.1 Apparent Contact Angle
Figure 4.4 shows a droplet with a volume of 30 μL on a coated wire screen with
and

= 254 μm

= 660 μm from side (Fig. 4.4a) and top (Fig. 4.4c) views along with its numerical

counterparts (Figs. 4.4b and 4.4d) simulated using the procedure described in Sec. 4.3. The local
CA is found to be 135° for the imaged droplet and 138° for the simulated one. The local CA
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, is

Fig 4.4: Side (a and b) and top (c and d) views of a droplet with a volume of = 30 μL on a screen with
= 254 μm,
= 660 μm, and
= 120° obtained from experiment (left) and simulation (right). (e)
Local contact angle
= − is shown using the normal to the droplet surface at contact line
and the
normal to a horizontal plane placed at the top surface of the wires .(f) Apparent contact angle along the
azimuthal angle is shown for a droplet with a volume of = 5 μL on screens with a wire diameter of
= 166 μm and an YLCA of
= 120° but different spacing values.
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determined using the dot-product of the unit normal
facets of the meshed droplet) and the unit normal
the top surface of the wires (see Fig. 4.4e

=

to a plane tangent to the droplet (to the

to a reference horizontal plane in contact with
−

.

). It is important to note that, a

droplet deposited on a wire screen can have different local CAs from different viewpoints due to
macroscopic roughness of the surface. For this reason in this work, local CAs viewed from
different directions are computed and averaged for each case to obtain apparent CA which can be
written as

=

where

∮

(4.10)

∮

indicates the closed integration path along the three phase contact line. The simulated

droplet is shown in blue color and its contact with the wires is highlighted with a red circle for
better illustration in (Fig. 4.4d). The wetted surface area of the wires under the droplet can be seen
as red-color islands in the blue-color background of the droplet interface with air. A similar pattern
can be seen in the imaged droplet, but as the droplet magnifies the objects under it, Fig. 4.4c shows
only the central part of the area under the droplet (highlighted by a yellow circle in Figs. 4.4c and
4.4d for better illustration).
Figure 4.4f shows the local apparent CA as a function of the azimuthal angle
with a volume of 5 μL on a wire screen with a wire diameter of

for a water droplet

= 166 μm but four different

wire spacing values. The area of contact between the droplet and screens is also shown in this
figure. It can be seen that screen’s WA increases by decreasing the spacing between the wires
(everything else being constant). It can also be seen that a droplet imprint on the screens becomes
less circular as the spacing is increased leading to a larger variation in the apparent CA around the
perimeter of the droplet.
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Fig 4.5: (a) A stable position for a droplet on a wire screen. Examples of the regions where the droplet
contact line cannot reside are shown with yellow arrows. (b) Global droplet energy and apparent contact
angle obtained from simulations with different initial positions on screens with a diameter of
= 166 μm
and spacing of
= 113 μm with droplet volumes of = 5 μL. (c) The apparent contact angle using Eq.
4.10 from the simulations for the same parameter as in (b). (d) Effect of droplet volume on the apparent
contact angle for the screen in (b) for both volume-increase (blue) simulations and volume-decrease (red)
simulations.

It is interesting to note that satisfying the YLCA at the CL prevents the droplet from reaching an
equilibrium position on certain parts of the surface (where the slope of the warp or weft cannot
accommodate an AWI slope corresponding to the YLCA). Figure 4.5a shows the equilibrium
profile of a droplet with a volume of 5 μL on a wire screen with
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= 254 μm,

= 313 μm,

and

= 120 deg. Note the slope of the AWI on the warp and weft matching the YLCA. The

yellow arrows in Fig. 4.5a show examples of the areas where a CL cannot reside at equilibrium.
When a droplet is placed on the real rough surface, it may exhibit multiple equilibrium energy
states and a range of apparent contact angles. To further investigate the equilibrium states of the
system in Fig. 4.5b, the droplet shape and the total energy of the system is presented for different
initial droplet positions with a volume of 5 μL on a wire screen with d = 166 μm, s = 116 μm,
and θ

= 120 deg. This is performed for nine different initial droplet positions in the

neighborhood of the position shown with a black circle (when the droplet center of mass is lined
up with the center of the screen’s unit cell) [124]. The blue circle in Fig. 4.5b shows an example
of these nine initial positions (numbered 2 to 10 with no special order on the horizontal axis in Fig.
4.5b). Our simulations revealed that the droplet which was initially placed in the vicinity of the
middle of the screen’s unit cell, reached a final equilibrium shape with maximum total energy,
while the droplets placed in the six other positions reached an identical final equilibrium shape
with lower total energy (shown in red color horizontal line). Figure 4.5c shows the apparent contact
angle, averaged using Eq. 4.10, for the droplets simulated in Fig. 4.5b. The most stable apparent
contact angle is the one associated with the minimum total energy of the system θ

= 143.25°

(shown with red horizontal line in Figs. 4.5b and 4.5c). Close attention was paid to ensure that
droplet apparent CAs reported in this work are those corresponding to a minimum global system
energy.

The multiplicity of the minimum total energy of the droplet-screen system depends on the drop
volume and the screen dimensions. The range of observable apparent CAs is known as contact
angle hysteresis (CAH). To better illustrate this, a droplet was placed on the same screen, and the
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Fig 4.6: (a) Effects of wire spacing
on apparent contact angle
, distance between droplet center and
screen top surface ℎ , and wetted area
for droplets with a volume of 5 µL are shown in (a) and (b).
Simulation data, and predictions of Eq. 4.2 are shown in black and in red, respectively. Droplet contact area
with screens having different wire diameters and spacing are shown in (c). Effects of wire spacing
on
apparent contact angle
is shown in (d) for a droplet with a volume of = 30 μL.

droplet volume was continuously varied from 0.75 μL to 10 μL and vice versa. It can be seen that
as the droplet volume increases, the apparent CA increases reaching an advancing CA of θ

=

144° . The droplet apparent CA suddenly decreases, due to change in the radius of droplet’s
footprint (the so-called stick-slip phenomena [124]. Similarly, with decreasing droplet volume, the
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apparent CA decreases until it reaches a receding CA of θ

= 128° . The CAH, the difference

between the advancing and receding CAs is highlighted with a blue shadow in Figure 4.5d. Note
also that the amplitude of CA fluctuations decreases with increase droplet volume. The most stable
apparent CA can be estimated by taking the average of the advancing and receding CAs over the
entire range of droplet volumes (136.5 deg.), or it can be approximated by considering the CA
associated with lowest global minimum energy of the system (143 deg.) [125]. The latter has been
considered in our study, but the former approach is also shown for comparison in Figure 4.5d.
In order to study the effect of screen’s parameters (spacing and diameter of wire), it is difficult to
simulate a range of volumes and measure the CAH for different screens. Therefore, we report the
apparent CA’s of the droplets from here onwards considering minimum energy approach as
discussed in Figure 4.5b and 4.5c. Figure 6a shows the effects of wire spacing on the apparent CA
defined by Eq. (4.10) for a droplet with a volume of 5 μL on screens having two different wire
diameters of

= 166 μm and

= 254 μm. This figure compares the results of metastable

apparent contact angle numerical simulation associated with the minimum energy (black lines and
symbols) with the predictions of Eq. 4.3 (which is also for most stable CA) . It can be seen that
numerical data show a fluctuating but somewhat downward trend in clear contrast to the
predictions of Eq. 4.2. We believe this discrepancy is due to the fact that Eq. 4.2 doesn’t account
for the penetration of the AWI into the pore space between the wires (see [96] for more information
about AWI over hydrophobic wire screens). In other words, Eq. 4.2 is only accurate when the AWI
remains close to the top surface of the wires, i.e., when the droplet radius is much larger than the
spacing and diameter of the wires [126]. Similar disagreement between the predictions of Eq. 4.2
and the numerical/experimental data has also been reported by [127-129]. To better characterize
this, we report the distance between the center of an imaginary sphere matching the body of the
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actual droplet (referred to as

in Fig. 4.6b) and the top surface of the wires (referred to as ℎ). As

can be seen in Fig. 4.6b, ℎ decreases with increasing the spacing between the wires (this
information will also be used later in this paper when discussing droplet sliding angle). Figure 4.6b
also shows the effects of increasing wire spacing on screens’ WA denoted by

. It can be seen

that the WA decreases with spacing, but not monotonically, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6c (top row) for
the wire screens with

= 166 μm. Comparing the variations of

in Fig. 4.6b with that of

apparent CA in Fig. 4.6a, one can see an inverse relationship between the apparent CA and WA,
but the relationship tends to fade at higher spacing (note that the matching trends of apparent CA
and ℎ is trivial as they are geometrically related). It is also interesting to note that for screens with
identical wire spacing, apparent CA is always higher for the screen with a smaller wire diameter
(see Fig. 4.6a) which can be due to the increase of the WA with increasing wire diameter as can
be seen in Fig. 4.6c (bottom row). To also study the effects of droplet size we repeated our
simulations for a droplet with a volume of

= 30 μL and reported the apparent CA values in Fig.

4.6d. It can be seen that the apparent CA is slightly higher for this larger droplet. This can be due
to lower Laplace pressure of the bigger droplet, resulting in less penetration of the AWI into the
screen (the droplet can better retain its special shape and exhibit a higher apparent CA). This
analysis is obviously invalid for larger droplets where the gravitational effects are not negligible.

4.5.2 Sliding Angle
Figures 4.7a and 4.7b report lower and upper CAs obtained for a droplet with a volume of
5 μL on a screen with

= 254 μm,

= 381 μm, and

=

= 120° from simulation and

experiment. Numerical simulations started with a droplet placed on a screen held at the desired
inclination angle. The experimental data, on the other hand, were obtained by first placing the
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Fig 4.7: Effects of tilt angle on lower and upper contact angles for a droplet with a volume of = 5 μL
on a screen with
= 254 μm,
= 381 μm but two different YLCAs of 120 and 140 degrees are shown
in (a) and (b), respectively. Comparison between droplet contact angles from experiment (left) and
simulation (right) for three different tilt angles of 0, 40, and 80 degrees are given in (c). Droplet contact
with wire a screen is given for three different tilt angles of 0, 10, and 20 degrees. Droplet volume and screen
dimensions are the same as those in (a) with an YLCA of 120 degrees.

droplet on the screen in a horizontal position, and then tilting the screen. This was considered to
reduce the impact of droplet’s inertia (at the moment of deposition) on the results. As can be seen
in Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b, experimental and numerical data are in good general agreement (about 8%
and 5% mismatch in lower CAs and upper CAs, respectively). As expected, lower CA increases
and upper CA decreases with increasing the inclination angle until the droplet slides off the surface.
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To also study the effects of YLCA on lower and upper CAs, we repeated our simulations with an
YLCA of 140 degrees and added the results to Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b. It can be seen that both the
lower and upper CAs increase with increasing the YLCA. While the simulation results with

=

140° appear to be closer to the experimental data, we believe this is coincidental as the simulated
droplet with

= 140° slides off the screen surface at an inclination angle of about

while the actual droplet sticks to the surface, same as the simulated droplet with

= 30°
= 120° .

Figure 4.7c compares the droplet shape obtained from numerical simulations with that from the
experiment for a droplet volume of
at three different inclination angles of

= 5 μL on a screen with

= 254 μm and

= 384 μm

= 0° , 40° and 80° (lower and upper CAs are given in the

figure for each case). Good general agreement can again be seen between the experimental and
computational results both in terms of droplet shape and droplet lower or upper CAs.

It is important to mention that the computational lower CAs reported in Fig. 4.7a show an initial
decrease with increasing the inclination angle from 0 to 20 degrees, which appears to be
inconsistent with the trend of data obtained from experiment. To better explore this, we reported
the WA of the screen for three different inclination angles of 0, 10, and 20 degrees in Fig. 4.7d. It
can be seen that the droplet initially wets a relatively small area of the screen at an inclination
angle of zero (resulting in a larger CA) but it reshapes and wets a larger area upon a slight increase
in the inclination angle. This happens instantly in the experiment during the process of depositing
the droplet, as it is almost impossible to place a droplet on the screen with zero inertia. In other
words, the droplet wets more than one unit cell even at an inclination angle of zero due to
experimental error. This can also be seen in the CA values where the experimental CA at zero-
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degree inclination is smaller than its computational counterpart but it matches the CA at inclination
angles of 10–30 degrees.
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Fig 4.8: (a) Effects of wire spacing on sliding angle for a droplet with = 5 μL on screens with wire
diameter and YLCAs. (b) The force calculated using Eq. 4.3 (black color) and Eq. 4.4 (blue color) for the
same parameters in (a) at sliding angle from SE simulations.

The effects of wire spacing on a droplet’s sliding angle is shown in Fig. 4.8a for a droplet with a
volume of 5 μL on screens with wire diameters of
of

= 120° and

= 166 μm and

= 254 μm and YLCAs

= 140° . It can be seen that sliding angle mildly increases with increasing
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wire spacing (no sliding was observed even at an indication angle of 90 degrees for the screens
with

= 254 μm and

= 120° for 110 <

< 640; not shown in the figure). The fact that

sliding increases with wire spacing may appear counterintuitive as previous studies have reported
decreasing sliding angles for increasing spacing between surface asperities (see e.g., [130]). Figure
4.8b shows the force calculated from Eq. 4.3 using the sliding angle from SE simulations and Eq.
4.4 using the

,

and

(assuming

= 1 [131]) from the final equilibrium shapes at the

sliding angle from SE simulations. It can be seen that there is discrepancies from the force
calculated from Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4. The main reason is as explained before, Eq. 4.3 is the body
force (gravitational force) acting on the droplet and Eq. 4.4 is the capillary force acting on the
droplet considering the perimeter of the contact line to be circular as the droplet on inclined smooth
planar surface. Moreover, when the droplet is on rough surface, the retention force is due to the
capillary bridges arising on the receding end of the droplet. This in turn depends on capillary force
components acting on the three phase contact line in the direction of the droplet sliding [5].

To better understand the behavior that sliding angle increases with increase in spacing, we track
the droplet’s footprint on the screens at every inclination angle. This is shown, for a droplet with
a volume of 5 μL on a screen with
of

= 136 μm and

= 254 μm in Fig. 4.9a and Fig. 4.9b for wire spacing values

= 559 μm, respectively. Comparing these two figures with one another,

it can be seen that the droplet on the screen with the smaller wire spacing continuously adjusts its
shape and position on the screen in response to increasing the inclination angle up to the point
where it can no longer stay on the screen ( > 30°). The droplet on the screen with the larger wire
spacing on the other hand, shows a less continuous movement on the screen (note the gap between
droplet footprints at

= 10° and

= 15° in Fig. 4.9b) and move at a larger inclination angle of
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Fig 4.9: Footprint of a droplet with a volume of 5 µL on two screen with identical properties but different
wire spacing values of 136 μm and 559 μm are given in (a) and (b), respectively, at different tilt angles.
The contact area between the droplet and the screens at tilt angles of 0 and 15 degrees are given in (c).
Variations of the local contact angle along the perimeter of the same droplet on a screen with
dimension
= 254 μm,
= 381 μm, and θ = 140° is shown in (d).

screen ( > 35°). More importantly, droplet footprints in Figs. 4.9a and 9b show that the CL on
receding end of the droplet is larger on the screen with the larger wire spacing (see also the yellowhighlighted areas in Fig. 4.9c where AWI is shown at two different inclination angles of zero and
15 degrees on these screens). This means that while the total CL (or WA) is shorter on a screen
with a larger wire spacing, the droplet CL on the receding end of the droplet can be longer, and
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this contributes significantly to the increase of the sliding angle with increasing wire spacing. This
is in agreement with some recent studies where droplet mobility on a hydrophobic surface was
observed to depend mostly on the mobility of the receding CL [132]. We believe that the combined
effect of longer CL and deeper AWI penetration into the space between the wires (see e.g., [5]) is
the main reason for sliding angles increasing with wire spacing in Fig. 4.8. To further quantify
this, we report the droplet’s CA along its perimeter at different inclination angles on a screen with
= 254 μm and

= 381 μm in Fig. 4.9d. It can be seen that with increasing the inclination

angle, the CA on the advancing side ( < 180°) first decreases slightly (droplet moves slightly to
wet more wires) but then increases almost continuously. On the receding side ( > 180°) on the
other hand, the CA continuously decreases with increasing the inclination angle. Note that the
overall variation in the upper CA is greater than that of the lower CA by a factor of about 2.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the local contact angle in the advancing side is not maximum at
= 90° and at the receding side is not minimum at

= 270° . Due to the macroscopic roughness,

the advancing and receding CA doesn’t have to be necessarily at the lower side and upper side.

Effects of droplet volume on sliding angle is studied in Fig. 4.10a for screens with a wire diameter
of

= 254 μm having a YLCA of

381 μm and

= 120° and two different wire spacing of values of

=

= 660 μm. It can be seen that sliding angle increases with decreasing droplet

volume (no detachment was observed even at an inclination angle of 90 degrees for droplets with
a volume of 5 µL, in agreement with work reported in [142 and 27]). This figure also compares
the simulation results with our experimental data. Good general agreement can be seen between
the measured and simulated sliding angles for different volumes. Figure 4.10b shows effects of
wire spacing and YLCA on sliding angle for droplets with different volumes on a screen with
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= 166 μm. It is interesting to note that increasing the YLCA from 120 to 140 degrees,
decreases the sliding angle by a factor greater than 2. Also consistent with the trend discuss
previously, increasing the wire spacing increases the sliding angle. Comparing the data in Fig.
4.10a with those in Fig. 4.10b, it can be observed that for the same droplet volume and wire
spacing, sliding angle increases with increasing the wire diameter for the same reason as was given
in discussing Figs. 4.7b and 4.7c.
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Fig 4.10: Effects of droplet volume on the sliding angle for screens with different diameters, different wire
spacing, and different YLCAs are given in (a) and (b). Experimental and computational data are shown
with green and black symbols, respectively.
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4.6 Conclusions
In this work, we studied the role of geometrical properties of a hydrophobic wire screen on its
interactions with water droplets both computationally and experimentally. Such information is
valuable in many applications such as droplet–gas filtration (e.g., oil droplets removal from engine
exhaust, mist filtration, fog harvesting) and droplet–liquid filtration (e.g., water droplet removal
from fuels), as well as many other applications requiring self-cleaning or anti-icing surfaces. Our
results indicate that apparent CA of a droplet on a wire screen decreases with increasing the spacing
between the wires or with increasing the wire diameter. The predictions of our numerical
simulations and experiments were compared with one another and the Cassie–Baxter equation (Eq.
4.2) and discussed in detail. It was emphasized that the Cassie–Baxter equation does not apply to
surfaces with large roughness (relative to the droplet size) such as those considered in this study.
We also studied the interplay between wire diameter, wire spacing, droplet volume, and YLCA on
tilted hydrophobic screens. It was shown that droplet sliding angle increases with decreasing the
YLCA or increasing the wire diameter (all other parameters being constant). The droplet sliding
angle was also observed to increase with decreasing the droplet volume. Most interesting, our
numerical simulations revealed that droplet sliding angle increases with increasing the wire
spacing for screens with a fixed wire diameter in contrast to many previous studies reported in the
literature. We attribute this behavior to the increase of the droplet’s contact line on the receding
side when the wire spacing is increased.
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Chapter 5. Modeling Droplet Equilibrium Shape on Trilobal Fibers
5.1 Introduction
Understanding and controlling droplet movement inside fibrous media is important in predicting
the performance of various engineering mechanisms such as liquid–liquid separation, liquid–gas
filtration, textiles fabrication, water transport in fuel cells, and water harvesting [25]. Early studies
on droplet-fiber interactions were focused on obtaining droplet profile and finding a relationship
between Young-Laplace contact angle (YLCA) and apparent contact angle (ACA) for barrel shape
droplets (axi-symmetric droplet) [133-134]. Droplet conformations also attracted a lot of
investigation; barrel shape droplet usually form at smaller YLCA and higher droplet volume while
clamshell droplet (droplet sits only on one side of the fiber) forms at larger YLCA and smaller
volume [135]. However, both barrel shape and clamshell droplets may coexist depending on
YLCA, surface tension, fiber diameter and droplet volumes [136]. More recent studies are focused
on finding the force required to move a droplet along a smooth fiber, detach it from smooth or
rough fibers and detach it from two intersecting smooth fibers [137-141].

Although circular fiber is the most common shape manufactured by synthetic fiber producers,
other shapes such as elliptical, lobed, and wedge-shaped cross-sections, are beginning to emerge
for a variety of reasons—performance, bulkiness, tactility, processing, etc. [142-143]. Filters made
from these various fibers may be configured as pads, pleated papers, bonded webs, nettings, or
composites [144-147,67]. The only research on droplet-fiber interaction on non-circular fibers
considers wedge-shaped cross-sections [148] but does not explain the effect of the shape of the
fiber –e.g., number and size of the wedges- or volume of the droplets on fibers’ wettability
explicitly. Our objective in this work is to highlight the importance of a fiber's cross-sectional
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shape on ACA and droplet detachment force from the fibers. We predicted the 3D shape of the
droplet and ACA of a droplet on a trilobal fiber. We also calculated the force required to detach
the droplet from a trilobal fiber for different lobe height and azimuthal orientation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the numerical modeling
approach conducted to simulate the 3D shape of the droplet on trilobal fiber in Sec. 5.2. Our
investigations of the effects of lobe height and droplet volume on the shape and ACA(s) of droplet
deposited on a trilobal fiber are reported Sec. 5.3. In this section, we also study the force required
to detach a droplet from a trilobal fiber for different droplet sizes. Finally, the conclusions drawn
from the work are given in Sec. 5.4.
5.2 Numerical Simulation
The numerical simulations presented in this paper are conducted via Surface Evolver (SE) code.
SE is a finite element code which minimizes the energy of surfaces formed by surface tension and
other energies subjected to various constraints [149]. SE is used in this study to obtain the
equilibrium 3-D shape of a droplet deposited on a trilobal fiber. Consider a fiber with its centerline
placed on the y-axis having a radius that is described by a sinusoidal wave, as shown in Fig. 5.1,
( )=

where

1+

sin(

+ )

(5.1)

is the circular radius of the fiber, ( ) = √

at any point,

=

is angular position, and

+

is the local radius of the trilobal fiber

is azimuthal orientation with respect to -

axis -perpendicular to gravity direction. The number of lobes is given with
of a trilobal fiber is set equal to 3. The parameter
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, which in the case

in Equation 5.1 controls the lobes’ height as

can be seen with an example in Fig. 5.1b for a trilobal geometry with

= 15 μm and

= 90° , but

varying from 0 to 0.4.

Fig. 5.1 (a): Side-view and cross-sectional view of a trilobal fiber. (b): Overlap of cross-sectional view of
the fibers with different lobe height.

For a single-droplet–single-fiber system, the total free energy can be written as

=

where

−

+

ℎ

(5.2)

is the surface tension and the subscripts

and

stand for liquid–gas and solid–liquid

interfaces respectively. In this equation, ℎ represents the vectorial change in the droplet’s centroid
position in response to a body force (zero in the absence of external forces). , , , and

stand

for area, body force per unit mass, liquid density, and the volume of the droplet, respectively. To
find the equilibrium shape of a droplet on a fiber, an arbitrary initial shape with constant volume
is considered for the droplet, and its shape is allowed to evolve as the systems’ free energy is
being minimized iteratively. The input to the simulations is YLCA at the three-phase contact line
as well as the surface tension and density of the liquid (in addition to droplet volume).
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To ensure the that the curvature of the lobes (i.e.,

) is accurately captured in the simulations, the

mesh density was increased by a power of 2 near the tip of the lobes. We also calculated the mean
curvature of the droplet at each point
results satisfy the Laplace equation

on the droplet surface to make sure that the simulation
=

(i.e., the pressure

obtained from the Laplace

equation matching that obtained from SE simulations).

5.3 Results and Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the effect of droplet volume and lobe height on the apparent contact
angle. We then discuss the maximum detachment force of the droplet on the trilobal fiber followed
by effect of cross-section. In all our simulations, we used water with a surface tension of 72 nN/m
and a density of 1000 g/L. We consider a fiber with a YLCA of

= 60°

5.3.1 Droplet Equilibrium Shape on a Rough Fiber
It is very important to notice that the droplet will have different local CA’s when observed from
different views. Fig. 5.2a shows the measurement of the local contact angle
as the angle between the

which is mentioned

plane and the tangent to the droplet facet along the three phase contact

line. Fig. 5.2a also shows possible planes that can go through the different views of the fiber to
define local CA. The apparent contact angle is defined as the average of local contact angle along
the three phase contact line which can be written as

=

∮

(5.3)

∮
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Fig. 5.2b shows the local contact angle on fiber with radius
( ⁄

= 200 μm along the perimeter

is the ration of length of any point on the contact line to total length of the contact line) of

trilobal fibers for different lobe heights. As expected, local CA varies around the three phase
contact line (see Fig. 5.2b). It can be seen as the lobe height increases the local CA at any point on
the three phase contact line decreases.

Fig. 5.2: (a) Local contact angle is shown using the tangent drawn to the droplet at the three phase contact
line and
plane for both lateral view(left) and longitudinal view(right) of the droplet. (b) Local contact
angle is shown along the length of the contact line for different lobe heights for fiber radius = 200 μm
and droplet volume ⁄
= 200 with
= 60°.
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Fig. 5.3: (a) The apparent contact angle
measured using Eq.5.3 is shown for fibers with different lobe
heights ranging from = 0 to = 0.4 and radius = 200 μm having YLCA
= 60° for two different
⁄
⁄
volume ratio
= 200 and
= 400. (b) The total length of three phase contact line and wetted
area were shown for the same parameters as in (a).

Fig. 5.3a shows the apparent contact angle measured using Eq. 5.3 for droplets of two different
volumes ⁄

= 200 and ⁄

= 400 on fibers having radius

= 200 μm. It can be seen that

as lobe height increases ACA decreases. This finding is in consistent with Wenzel’s finding:
roughness makes a philic surface more philic. This figure also shows effect of droplet volume on
ACA. For the fibers having same lobe height (say
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= 0.4), as the droplet volume increases, ACA

also increases. It is because as volume of the droplet increases the effect of

becomes less

significant.
To explain the why ACA increases with increase in lobe height we report three-phase contact line
and solid liquid area in Fig. 5.3b. For the sake of convenience we define non-dimensionalized
contact length

and wetted area

are the ratio of the same parameter of a trilobal fiber to that

of circular fiber. As the lobe height increases both

and

also increases. The increase in

can explain the increase in ACA in terms of Wenzel equation.
5.3.2 Droplet Detachment Force
In this section, we calculated the force required to detach the droplet. It is worthy to note that our
numerical method is only able to simulate the equilibrium shape. Therefore we reported the
maximum force at which the droplet can be found in equilibrium state as the force required to
detach the droplet.
Fig. 5.4a shows three different azimuthal orientation

we simulated to study the effect of lobe

height on detachment force from trilobal fiber with radius
⁄

= 200 μm for droplet volume

= 200 (see Fig. 5.4b). It can be seen as the lobe height increases the force per mass required

to detach the droplet also increases. The main reason for this as explained in Fig. 5.3, that as lobe
height increases apparent contact angle decreases making philic surface more philic. On the other
hand for

= 90° (see Fig. 5.4b), the force required to detach the droplet is higher than the force

required to detach from the fiber
sides i.e.,

= −90° (see Fig. 5.4c). Moreover when the lobes were facing

= 45° , the detachment force is always lower compared to other orientations.

Comparing the figures in fig. 5.4a, we can say that shows that the solid-liquid area of
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= 90° is

higher so as the detachment force. However, this effect will gets smaller as volume increases
because the relative size of the lobe height to the size of the droplet become insignificant at higher
volume. Therefore, one can conclude that detachment force is a strong function of the
volumes but as volume of the droplet increases the effect of

at small

becomes less significant.

Figure 5.5a shows the capillary forces and pressure forces acting on the droplet at equilibrium
before detachment for a fiber with radius

= 200 μm and YLCA

= 60° . Furthermore

balance of forces i.e., the pressure and the capillary forces on the equilibrium droplet (see Fig.
5.5a) existing on the fiber using analytical solution was presented. This is performed in order to
verify the maximum detachment force obtained from the SE simulations with the analytical
solution. The total force ( ) acting along the direction is the sum of the capillary force ( ) and
the pressure force

=
Where

−

can be written as

=

−

( −

is the surface tension of the liquid,

facet of the droplet onto the

axis,

internal pressure of the droplet and

)

(5.4)

is the angle of projection between the tangent to the

is the total length of the three phase contact line,
is the change in pressure due to the force

coordinate.
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is the
at

Fig. 5.4: The effects of the azimuthal orientation (a) on the maximum force per unit mass (b) required to
detach droplets from a fiber with = 200 μm but different lobe heights ranging from = 0 to =
0.4 and YLCA of
= 60°. (c) The shape of a clamshell shape droplet with ⁄
= 200 on a trilobal
fiber for different lobe heights.
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Fig. 5.5: (a) Free body diagram showing the forces acting on the droplet. (b) Effect of lobe height on the
capillary force, pressure force and maximum detachment force on fiber radius = 200 μm.
Figure 5.5b shows the individual force components normalized with mass of droplet acting on the trilobal
fiber for different lobe height with droplet volume ⁄

(green) is much higher than the gravity force

3

= 200. It can be seen that the capillary forces

(red). Moreover, the pressure force

(blue)

acting along the direction of gravity counter acts the capillary force. On the other hand, when the
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detachment force

(black) calculated using Eq. (5.4) shows a very good agreement with the

detachment force from SE simulations.

Fig. 5.6: The maximum force per unit mass required to detach droplets with different volumes for fiber
with = 200 μm for different cross-section of fibers (circularand trilobal) for an YLCA
= 60°;(b)
⁄
Droplet with
= 300 for fibers with circular and trilobal cross section.

Fig. 5.6a shows the detachment force for droplet with different volumes on the fiber of radius

=

200 μm for three different cross sections circular and trilobal (see Fig. 5.5b) with lobe height

=
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0.4. It can be seen that the detachment force will be higher for the trilobal fibers when compared
with circular fibers at smaller volume of droplets. However, this effect decreases with increase in
droplets volume as the effect of cross section becomes insignificant at higher volumes.
5.5 Conclusions
Droplet apparent contact angle on a trilobal fiber was studied for the first time and found to be a
function of lobe height and droplet volume. We showed that the ACA decreases as lobe height
increases. The detachment force from a trilobal fiber is also calculated and it was shown that the
lobe height and azimuthal orientation has significant role in detachment force. The detachment
force increases with increase in lobe height and also it depends on the cross section of the fiber for
smaller volume of droplets. As the droplet volume increases the fiber cross section doesn’t affect
the detachment force.
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Chapter 6. Overall Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis is to simulate the liquid interactions over fibrous surfaces (nanofibrous
mats, woven screens). We first presented a modeling approach for simulating the 3-D structure of
nanofiber mats. In the proposed technique, fibers are treated as an array of beads with a diameter
equal to the diameter of the fibers. This allowed us to observe an effect that has never been reported
previously: for fibrous mats with identical weights, the thicker and more porous mat is not
necessarily the one comprised of smaller fibers. Depending on how diameter of a fiber influences
its tendency to bend at fiber-fiber crossovers, a fibrous mat made of fine fibers may or may not be
more porous than its counterpart composed of coarser fibers.

We also presented analytical and numerical methods to estimate the air-water interface stability
over superhydrophobic woven screen under elevated pressures. The failure pressure of SHP woven
screens and how the interplay between the wire diameter and wire-to-wire spacing can affect the
performance of a SHP screen was discussed. Then the efficiency of such surfaces in drag reduction
for underwater applications were predicted by performing 3D simulations. Our simulations
indicate that operating pressure in the Couette configuration does not significantly affect the drag
reducing effects of the screens.

Droplet interactions with the hydrophobic woven screen were presented using computationally
and experimentally. Our results indicate that apparent CA of a droplet on a wire screen decreases
with increasing the spacing between the wires or with increasing the wire diameter. We also
studied the interplay between wire diameter, wire spacing, droplet volume, and YLCA on tilted
hydrophobic screens. It was shown that droplet sliding angle increases with decreasing the YLCA
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or increasing the wire diameter. The droplet sliding angle was also observed to increase with
decreasing the droplet volume. We attribute this behavior to the increase of the droplet’s contact
line on the receding side when the wire spacing is increased.

The wetting behavior of a droplet deposited on a nocircular fiber (trilobal) is also
investigated numerically. Our simulations showed that the apparent contact angle decreases as lobe
height increases. Therefore, upon increasing lobe amplitude, the wettability of the droplet also
increases. The detachment force from a trilobal fiber is also calculated and it was shown that the
lobe height and azimuthal orientation has significant role in detachment force. The detachment
force increases with increase in lobe height and also it depends on the cross section of the fiber for
smaller volume of droplets. We also found that the effect of lobe height becomes less significant
on large droplet volume relative to roughness amplitude.
The main contribution of the work is to understand the dependency of wettability and
hydrophobicity on the geometric parameters of the surface, physical properties of the fluid. The
results of this work were, can be applied for design of SHP porous surface which has many applications
including but not limited to fog-harvesting, oil–water separation, self-cleaning and anti-icing , and filtration.
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